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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

June 1, 1959

To:

All Members of the Faculty

From:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

Final Faculty Meeting

The final 1958-59 meeting of the Faculty will be held
on Monday, June 8, in Mitchell Hall 101, at 4:00 p.m.
The agenda will include the following items:
1.

RecOlllI!lendation of candidates for degrees.

2.

Recommendation for the establishment of a fiveyear program in Pharmacy -- Dean Cataline.
(Statement attached.)

3.

Report by the Faculty Club Committee -- Profes sor
Trowbridge. (Statement attached.)

4.

Recommendation for an expanded Doctor of Science
program in Engineering -- Vice-President Castetter,
for the Graduate Committee. (Statement Attached.)

5°

Revision of graduation requirements in the College
of Arts and Sciences -- Dean Wynn, (Statement
attached.)

6 • Announcement regarding computer program - - Prof• Walker·

f
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Faculty Meeting
June 8, 1959
(Summarized Minutes)
The June 8, 1959, meeting of the University Faculty was called to
order by President Popejoy at 4: 05 p.m. with a quorum present.
Candidates for bachelor degrees in the College of Arts and Sciences
were _presented by Dean Wynn; in the College of Engineering by Dean
Farris; in the College of Education by Professor Ivins; in the
College of Fine Arts by Dean Stein; in the College of Pharmacy by
Dean Cataline; in the College of Business Administration by Dean
Sorrell; in the College of Law by Acting Dean Clark; and in the
College of Nursing by Dean King. Candidates for masters' and doctors'
degrees in the Graduate School were presented by Dean Castetter. The
faculty voted to recommend the candidates named in the mimeographed
list to the Regents for the awarding of the respective degrees.
Dean Cataline, on behalf of the College of Pharmacy, recamnended the
establishment of a five-year program in Pharmacy, effective April 1,
l960. A description of the proposed program had been sent to the
Faculty in advance of the meeting. Dean Cataline' s recommendation
was approved by the Faculty.
Professor Trowbridge, representing a special committee appointed by
the President to consider the matters of space rental by the faculty
in_the New Mexico Union and the establishment of a Faculty Club,
brieny summarized the comm.i ttee' s report which had been sent earlier
to all members of the Faculty. A series of motions was then presented:
(l) in order to provide for the rental of space in the Union, a system
of annua.1. dues based on faculty rank shall be established by the Fe.cul ty,
such dues to be collected frOm each member of the Voting Faculty; as
amended to · exclude emeritus members from the payment of such rental
dues, this motion was carried· (2) an amendment to the abOve motion
that the dues for the rental be on a voluntary basis was defeated;
(3) a motion that the membership for at least the first year, subject
to reView at the end of that year, be limited to members of the Voting
Facuity or to those potentially eligible to become voting members was
defeated; ( 4) for the purpose of helping to defray the building costs
on that portion of the Union assigned to the Faculty, the Fa.culty
shaJ..l assess itself annual dues in the amounts of $15 for professo~s,

~!tfor associate professors, $8 for assistant pro;e~~r~~t~ !~c~~Y,
exc ~ctors, such dues to be paid by all member~ o the effective date
ep emeritus members through payroll deduct on'
i d.
be either July 1 or the beginn1 Ilg of the schoOl year --t:~~e~r
5) a motion that the Faculty establish a Faculty Club, wibled· (6)
Powers and functions the Faculty wishes to give it, was ta th,
a motion that the Faculty recommend to the Policy committee be
establishment of some method whereby a faculty committee c~~
selected to handle the matter of space in the Union was ca
•

r
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Prior to the meeting, a statement relative to an expanded Doctor of
Science program in engineering was sent to each member of the Faculty.
Upon the recommendation of Dean Castetter, speaking for the Graduate
Camnittee, the Faculty approved the establishment of the expanded
program.
Dean Wynn, on behalf of the College of Arts and Sciences, recommended
a revision of the College's graduation requirements, a statement
relative to the proposed requirements having been sent to each fa.cul ty
member prior to the meeting. The Faculty approved the recommended
revision.
Professor Walker, Director of Research, announced that there is now on
hand, at the Research Center, an all-purpose digital computer. He
invited all academic departments to make use of it in the solution of
business problems as well as scientific ones.
The m.eetine; adjourned at 6:00 p.m.
John N. Durrie, Secretary

UNIVERSITY OF NEW v\EXICO
FACULTY MEETING
une 8, 1959
The une 8 , 1959, meeting of the University Faculty was
called to order by President Popejoy at 4:05 p.m. with a quorum
present.
P ESIDE
POPE Y If the Faculty will come to order, we
will proceed d th t e agenda, the first i tern of which pertains
to the recommendation of candidates for degrees from the several
colleges of the University . The first on the list is the College of Arts and ~ciences . Dean ~ynn.
DEA
Mr . President, I have the honor to present the
list of candidates for the degrees of Bachelor of Arts and
Bachelor of cience from the College of Arts and Sciences as
it appears on pages one to five of the mimeographed list. The
Faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences has approved this
list, including a recommendation to waive one hour of residence
:equirement in the case of Miss Sally Sue Ballenger and two hours
in the case of iss Nancy Jane Ellis.
On behalf of the Faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences I move , Mr . President, that this Faculty recommend to the
Regents of the University the final approval of the conferring
of the appropriate degrees.
MEMBERS
"aye.

Second the motion.

POPEJOY All in favor of the motion indicate by saying
11
Opposed? The motion is carried.
ext is the College of Engineering.

Dean Farris.

DEAN FARRIS Beginning on page five o·f the list with the
Bachelor of Science in Architectural Engineering and ending on
page seven with and including the three candidates for the
Bachelor of Architecture, are the candidates presented for their
respective degrees by the Engineering Faculty. They have been
approved by tne Engineering Faculty for their indicated degrees.
I should like to move, ,1r. President, that they be recommended
by this Faculty to the Regents of the University for their respective degrees.
PROFESSO

HEIMERICH

Second the motion.

POPEJOY All in favor indicate by saying
The motion is carried.

11

aye.

11

Opposed?

Candidates
f or Degree
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The College of Education candidates will be presented
by Dean Travelstead.
PROFESSOR RU GE I believe he was held up at the last
moment on tne way over.
POPEJOY

Professor Ivins.

PROFESSOrt IVINS I have the honor to present the list of
candidates for the degrees of Bachelor of Arts in Education.
Bachelor of Science in Education. Bachelor of Science in Health
and Physical Education. and Bachelor of Science in Industrial
Arts Education as indicated on the list of candidates on pages
seven to eleven.
The names on this list have been approved by the Faculty
of the College of Education , and on behalf of that Faculty I
recommend that this Faculty approve these degrees to the people
as indicated on this list and recommend them to the Regents .
POPEJOY
RUNGE

Is there a second?
Second the motion .

POPEJOY All in favor indicate by saying
The motion is carried .
-

11

aye . 11

Opposed?

.J

The College of Fine Arts .

Dean Stein .

DEAN STEIN Mr . President , the candidates from the Coll?ge of Fine Arts listed on pages eleven and twelve of the
mimeographed list have completed the requirements for the
Bachelor of/\Arts degree . The Faculty of the College of Fine
Arts recommends these candidates to this Faculty for further
recommendation to the Board of Regents for the Bachelor of
Fine Arts degrees . and I so move .
HEIMERIQ-i
POPEJOY
carried .

Second the motion .
All in favor say

11

aye .

11

Opposed?

The motion is

The candidates from the College of Business Administration will be presented by Dean Sorrell .
DEAN SORRELL Mr . Pr esident , the Faculty of tne Col~ege
of Business Adninistration recommends the names on the list on
pages twelve , thirteen and fourteen for the degree of Bachelor
of Business Administration to this Faculty for further recommendation to the Board of Regents for the conferring of the
degree of Bachelor of Business Administration .
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P

FESSO

E)

EL

Second the motion.

POPE Y All in favor indicate by saying "aye."
The motion is carried.

Opposed?

he cand·dates from the ·ollege of Law will be presented
ean obert Clark.

by Acting

D
C
On behalf of the faculty of the College of
Law, I move that the twenty-seven persons listed on page fourteen of the mimeographed list be approved for the degree of
Bachelor of Laws and hat these persons ' names be recommended
to the egents for the conferring of the degree .
PROF~sso

~ ED

Second the motion .

All in favor indicate by saying "aye. 11
The motion is carried .
PO

J Y

Opposed?

I apologize to the College of Pharmacy . The candidates
from the College of Pharmacy will be presented by Dean Cataline.

D N CATALI
Mr . President, the candidates from the
College of Pharmacy are listed in the fourth paragraph on page
twelve in the middle of the page, and that is probably why you
missed them
On behalf of the Faculty of the College of Pharmacy , I
move that the eneral faculty recommend these candidates to
the negents for the conferring of the degree of Bachelor of
Science in Pharmacy .
Second the motion .

HEI I\E

POPEJOY All in favor indicate by saying
The motion is carried .

11

aye.

11

Opposed?

The candidates for the College of Nursing will be presented
by Dean King .

DEAN KING Mr . President , the twelve candidates for the
degree of Bachelor of Science in Nursing are listed on page
fourteen. The Faculty of the College of ursing has approved
these candidates and recommends them to this Faculty for fur ther recommendation to the Regents for the conferring of their
respe tive degrees .
IVINS
POPEJOY

Second the motion .
All in favor indicate by saying "aye .

11

Opposed?
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Applause)

Te motion is carried .

andid t s forte Graduate School will be presented by
Dean Cast tter
D
E E
l • Pre ident , the list of candidates for
Grad ate D rees begins on page fifteen of the mimeographed list.
n behalf of the r duate ommittee I should like to move that
the General aculty re ommend to the rlegents of the University
the awa din
f the several degrees as indicated on the list.
DE

F

I

Second the motion.

PEJOY
11 in favor indicate by saying "aye . 11
The motion is c arried .

Opposed?

The next item on the agenda is a recommendation for the
establishment of a 5-year program in pharmacy .

Five-Year
Program in

Pharmacy

CATALINE
r. President, I should like first to call your
attention to a typographical error which occurs on the first
page of our proposal in I tern I l l . "Comparison of the 4- year and
5-year programs . " You will note under the summation of the
4-year credit hours tne total is 123 and it should be 134 , the
current number of credit hours required .
Mr . President , in view of the fact that the agenda is long
and the fact that this statement has been in the hands of the
Faculty for a week--and I think it fairly presents the program- I shall move on behalf of the College of Pharma cy that the Fac ulty approve the proposed 5-year program in pharmacy .
P

FESS

ELLCK

Second the motion .

POPEJOY This matter is before you . Do you have any
questions or do you wish to speak to the motion?
MEMBER

Question .

POPEJOY There has been a call for the question . All in
favor indicate by saying 11 aye . 11 Opposed? The motion is c arried .
The next item is
Professor Trowbridge .

a

report by the Faculty Club Committee .

PROFESSOR TRO /BRIDGE

May I come up?

Report by
Faculty Club
Committee:
Faculty Space
in N. M. Union

and Establish·

POPEJOY You may .
TRO ~ DGE I have been asked to present this report on
behalf of the committee although most of the work behind the

ment of Facul1:
Club
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report has been done by others; by Mrs. Ancona, who is currently chairman of the committee and who also consulted with the
architects and the various building committees in connection
with the New Mexico Union; as well as Mr. Petty and Mr. Clark,
who made special studies this year; Mr. Kercheville and Mr.
Edgel who were chairmen of predecessor committees; and Mr.
Ford, who I believe has been on all the committees and has consulted with the architects, as did Mrs. Ancona and others.
Now, I might follow Dean Cataline 1 s example and present
this for approval, but I believe it is important that we all
understand what is being proposed. Therefore, I am going to
take the time to summarize very rapidly the main points in our
report which you have received and then call for any questions
that you may wish to ask in order to understand the general
proposition . I will either try to answer those questions myself or refer them to other members of the Committee who are
present. When it seems that everything is clear, we will have
some specific motions to be presented by Mr. Clark and by Mr.
Edgel .
Very briefly, then, we have summarized in the report the
efforts of the faculty groups and committees over the past ten
or twelve years to find an arrangement that would be feasible
f~r creating a faculty club with adequate quarters. The questionnaire made some ten years ago is summarized, and on that
occasion *seventy-two per cent of the Faculty voted to find
club room space or were in favor of club room space in the
new Student Union which was then hoped to be built fairly soon.
The questionnaire on the amount that people were willing to pay
showed that most of the Faculty agreed to pay dues of twelve to
twenty-four dollars per year in such an organization.
More formal action was taken in May, 1950, summarized in
the third paragraph on the first page of our report, when the
Faculty voted that a committee proceed with arrangements for
a wing of the new Student Union Building for faculty club quarters . On the basis of that action by this Faculty taken by a
large majority in a voice vote, the planning for the new New
Mexico Union proceeded on the assumption that there would be
space for a faculty club in the building . It was on that assumption, then, that Mrs . Ancona, Mr . Ford and others conferred with the architect and also with the faculty and student
building committees which were involved in planning_fo 7 the
new building which is now in progress . That space is in the
new building; and , of course, those who are interested can go
over and look at it now . It is a very nice arrangement consisting primarily of a large lounge with two attached rest
rooms and with facilities for a coffee bar . The total space
is less than in the original planning some eight or nine yea 7s
ago, but can be extended if there is sufficient demand and wish
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for it on the part of the Faculty by preempting for faculty
use one of the two adjoining dining rooms, one on each side.
One of them, the smaller one, has a connecting door, and itis
convenient. The other one at present has been set aside as
the chief linen-and-silver dining room. It is even going to
have carpet on the floor, I understand. That is a larger
facility, which we are less likely to want for our exclusive
use; but these things are available depending on the additional space we need, so that the total could be more than
the 2,142 square feet listed in the report if we wished to
preempt one of these dining rooms.
The purpose of the space would be simply the use of the
lounge during the day for conversation, relaxation, reading,
and so forth, with coffee service in the morning and afternoon. Also, late afternoon and evening meetings could be
held in the same quarters, while, as the report indicates,
larger affairs, if planned, could be held in the lounge or
in other parts of the Union which could be opened for our
use by reservation in addition to this space specifically
assigned for faculty use.
Coming to the question of availability of space and the
persons who would be free to use it, the committee felt that
this space specifically set aside for faculty use in the Union
ought to be opened on the widest possible basis.
le have
stated here "should be open without restriction or exception
to all members of the Faculty whether engaged in teaching,
research, or administration, and including emeritus members,
temporary and part-time staff as well as graduate, research
and teaching assistants." In other words, it will be open to
the whole teaching and research community of the University.
On the other hand, since the cost of the space has to be
amortized, we feel that the burden of paying for it--which
will not be very great in any case--should be borne, not by
this whole large body of teaching and research people, but
by a more restricted body, namely, the voting members of the
Faculty of the University, the body which I am now addressing,
in other words.
e feel that the assessments for rental of
the space should be paid then by voting members only and that
the dues should be graduat~d by rank. The ?mount of money wh~ch
needs to be paid per year in order to amortize the cost of_this
space is somewhere a little under $5,000 a year. The committee
is recommending that this voting faculty take over the responsibility for about half of that; or, in other words, a_total of
$2,500 a year, give or take a few dollars. The 7emai~der, the
president has assured us, will be paid by the University, so
that we would get this space in a sense at half the cost.
Our proposal is as stated in the report that the dues be
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graduated by rank and limited to those who are voting members
of the Faculty to be collected by automatic deduction from
salaries from those who voluntarily agree. I would like to
state that that last phrase "from those who voluntarily agree 11
is put into the report at the suggestion, perhaps at the request, of the president . The committee itself had no qualms
in feeling this kind of deduction ought to be universal for
the group eligible, and we feel that because of the previous
commitments, whether we think of them as legally binding or
not, and because of the great advantages accruing to us from
the availability of this very fine space and these excellent
facilities, that we ought to take it dS a responsibility to
amortize half of the cost according to the plan presented . The
president preferred , or at least suggested, that instead of ma king it absolutely an automatic universal deduction from salaries
that it be from those who voluntarily agreed . I believe Mr .
Clark wishes to speak to that particular point a little later .
ve have suggested here an estimate of the amount that
these dues for rental of this space would come to : Annual
dues of $15 for full professors , 12 for associate professors,
$8 for assistant professors , and 5 for instructors . This
would not include all instructors , but only those instructors
who have voting privileges in the Faculty .
Up to this point I have been speaking entirely about the
space in the New Mexico Union . The committee distinguishes this
space available , the lounge for conversation , recreation and
reading , as I have said , rather sharply from the idea of a faculty club . ve think that a faculty club would make use of this
space, but it should be a completely voluntary organization
whose main function would be to design and conduct a cultural
and recreational program . This organization ought to be elected by the Faculty and be a rather simple informal social organi zation . We think that additional dues to pay for the cultural
and recreational program of the club should then be charged to
those who wish to join the faculty club .
This distinction between the space in the New Mexico Union
and the faculty c lub as a recreational organization is one . th t
the committee has felt rather strongly about . We have estimated -although this is a matter that the new officers of the new club
if approved would have to decide upon- -that dues in the faculty
club might ;mount to some 5 , perhaps a little more or a little
less ; but this would be in addition to the amount assessed for
payment for the spa c e .
I believe that covers all of the main points , Mr . President , and sin ce it is rather complex , 1 would be glad to try to
answer any questions , or , as I said , refer them to other members of the committee if I am not sure of the answers myself .
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Also, Mr. Bierbaum, manager of the Union is present and he can
answer any questions you might have .
PROFESSOR RUSSELL There are some questions that I want
to raise about the graduate, research, and teaching assistants.
They are, of course, graduate students. By admitting them,
this is a discrimination against other graduate students .
Also, it integrates them to the social life of the Faculty
and may thereby cause them to feel that they should take on
more financial responsibility than they should . So I raise
a distinct question as to whether we should admit graduate,
research, or teaching assistants.
TRO' i/BRIDGE './e felt that the use of this space which was,
after all, in the New Mexico Union should be on a very wide and
liberal basis. However, the exact determination of the lines
as to who shall use the space, I think, should be left to a
new organization, and there are other questions about drawing
the line, exactly. For instance, we have library people.
Certainly, I think we all feel that the professional people
in the library ought to have access to this space. I certainly would feel that way . But just where you draw the line
~ithin the library staff I would find very difficult in saying, and the committee has not drawn any sharp lines in this
report.
I wonder if any other member of the committee wants to
speak on that point, Mrs. ncona or Ralph Ed gel or any other
member.
PROFESSOR FINDLEY Is this room to be available for
eating purposes as well as for coffee?
T OWBRIDGE The space already reserved for us is definitely
a lounge; but, as I have said, there are adjoining rooms, one
on each side, a larger one and a smaller one, and I understand
one of those could be subdivided also . There is a great deal
of flexibility there . If there is sufficient demand, it ~ould
be possible to reserve that space every noon, or for special
?Ccasions reservations also would be possible . It would not be
That is a carpeted room and the
1 ~ !he lounge room, however .
dining room is next door • .
FINDLEY In other words , we will no longer have a place
where we can go together and have luncheon served to us?
T 00' JB.i:U.DGE I don rt quite understand you because I
thought that is exactly what I was saying that we could do .
FINDLEY You mean it would be reserved for us occasionally or permanently?
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Tis is something that depends on the volume
there is a sufficient number of faculty memt en th t sp ce would be incorporated in the
fo
culty and would be available to us and not
nybo y else ; but we would have to reserve it on the
our d m nd . They couldn't hold ·t for us if we weren't
s ff"cient use of it. Isn't that right, \r. Smith?

T nvno·n..LLJ1..:n:;

of busin
bers eve
quarters
open to
basis of
going to

F
ITH Yes , I think we can say that the
minimum d qu te sp ce forte Faculty can be reserved for luncheon . Ho I
ch p ce is reserved exclusively for the Faculty
dll depend on ht t e aculty wants and needs. There will
be ade
te s
reserved every day .
To
at f cilities vould the graduate assistant
entitled
.ould he not be included in this group?

nor a

DG
whole buildin

ould be eligible, of course, for the
student .
U1

of
te

I wonder what the philosophy is back
in admitting the graduate, research and

I think the philosophy is that they are teachid also 11 part-time and temporary staff . 11 ~le
t ere of people who teach one class at night.
nted to be very liberal, and I, myself, think
"de •

T

ing .
were t
s I
th t

. re there ny further questions?
st rt with our motions , l r. Clark.

If not, I think we can

L
r . President, I move that a system of annual dues
based on f culty r nk be establis ed by this Faculty and be
collected from e ch member of the voting faculty of the University.
L

econd the motion .
r. Trobridge will take charge of the discus-

sion.
T
OGE
r . Cl rk ' s motion asks you to approve in
principle the ide of n assessment to pay for the space to be
collected from 11 members of the voting faculty, graduated
according tor nk . I might just say that in case anyone i~
afraid this is
bl nk check or something . that r . Edgel is
going to propose
sc le of dues in the next motion as set out
on page three of our report . In other words. ~15 a year ~or
full profes ors, 12 for associate professors, 8 for assistant
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professors and ~5 for voting instructors.
PROFESSOR MC RAE \ hat happened to the phrase "for those
voluntarily so indicating." Did that fall through?
CLA K Mr. Trowbridge, I would like to answer that question, as well as some others that haven't been answered • . s
to that particular phrase, I think there was some misunderstanding or possibly some confusion originally over whether or
not th~s was to be an organization that should pay for the
~pace in part or whether it was to be an organization which ~as
in fact a faculty club which would be entirely voluntarily, as
Mr. Trowbridge has already stated. The committee kept these
two things distinct. However, when this was prepared that
phrase was added, I think, with this understanding in mind,
t~at it referred to the faculty club, also. The Faculty committee was of the opinion, and I may say strongly of the
opinion, that if the administration would pay half or about
half for this space that the voting faculty of the University,
which is interested in its powers and its privileges and its
responsibilities, would be willing to assume the other half
on the basis suggested here in this report, on the basis of
rank and on the basis of ability to pay.
I would like to say here that in reference to Mr. Lieuwen's
question about why this group was so broad to start with that
I was one that was in favor of starting out with the broadest
possible representation and letting the Faculty or a committee
representing the Faculty decide where to draw the lines later
on. I think it would be much easier to leave out some rather
than to add any. I don ' t have any strong feelings about whether they should include secretary A and not secretary B or
whether they should include graduate assistant
and not graduate assistant B. But I would like to say while I am on my feet
that this kind of expense is very nominal in terms of wh t i t
represents to this Faculty and apparently has represented to them
There is a kind of a moral_obliga0 ~er a long period of time.
tion to take over this space in the Student Union, and if the
Faculty doesn ' t want to take it over on some kind of responsible basis, I will be ready at the end of this meeting to move
that the administration give the whole space to the students.
But it seems to me that if you try to reserve some space in a
club, that this 2. 50 a square foot cost is very nomina~ in_
terms of any kind of a private organization . Also I think it
represents an opportunity for people on this campus to get together as they have never really had a chance befor~. anyhow.
n?t so long as I have been with this Faculty . I t~in~ for this
kind of investment it represents a very modest beg1~n1n9 and
yet it is a beginning of some kind of fa~ulty o:gan1zat1on t~at
may ~ecome a voluntary group interested in housi~g and even in
providing bachelors with apartments and other things . So far
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as space is concerned, I think this is a very economical
and modest beginning in which every member of the Faculty
would want to participate.
DEAN TRAVELSTEAD Reading here where it says "The present committee prefers a ratio of three for full professors to
one for instructors.
~ith the present structure of the Faculty,
and assuming twenty-five per cent of the Faculty in each rank,
annual dues of $15, 12, $8 and $5, if paid by full-time voting members, will produce a total of approximately $2,500 a
year." How would this scale be affected if all the Faculty
members were assessed?
TROvJBRIDGE 'vie made this estimate before we had the exact
figures, and Mr. Edgel since then has made a study and obtained
the exact figures for us. He have, of course, more than that
number of full professors and fewer in some of the other ranks,
but the figures come out the same.
TRAVELSTEAD I guess I didn ' t make myself clear. I
assume these figures are based on twenty-five per cent of the
Faculty belonging?
TROIBRIDGE No, I am sorry, Dean Travelstead. Our language
is obscure/ there . \Jhat we meant was assuming one-fourth of
the total would be the same.
PROFESSOR HUZARSKI I would like to move that the voting
and, consequently, the paying faculty, of this University extend the privilege of using the space in the new New Mexico
Union to every professor emeritus admitted in the future, free
of charge.
CLARK

Are emeritus members of this Faculty voting members?

POPEJOY

Yes, they are.

CLARK Then we are wrong.

We thought they couldn 1 t vote.

HUZARSKI We do understand each other then that they will
be admitted and don't have to pay?
PROFESSOR WEIHOFEN I am not at all sure why that last
point should be so. I think retired members of the Faculty
probably are as able to pay as instructors are, and perhaps
even as able as assistant professors, and probably have at
least as much time to enjoy it.
TROiBRIDGE

Any further questions?
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POPEJOY There is a motion before the house.
want to make a motion, Professor Huzarski?
HUZARSKI
T RO~IBRIDGE

Did you

I believe the committee has taken care of it.
I am not sure we have.

HUZARSKI In that case I would like to make a motion that
the use of the New Mexico Union-T RO\/BRIDGE I think the only motion you would need, Profess or Huzarski, would be to exempt them from the assessment.
POPEJOY This is a motion to amend the original motion.
Is there a second to the amendment?
DEAN WYNN

I second the motion.

POPEJOY Are you ready to vote on the amendment to exempt
emeritus members from the fixed rental dues as stated by the
committee. All in favor indicate by saying 11 aye. 11 Opposed?
The motion is carried.
We are back now to the original motion, for more motions
or discussion. Dean Sorrell.
DEAN SOnRELL Is it legal to do a thing like this and
make it involuntary? Suppose you are hiring a new man? You
~ould have to put it in his contract that the $15 or whatever i
1a is going to be deducted from his paycheck. I am a little
confused about this. Can we legally obligate future faculty
members to pay this amount?
TROWBRIDGE On this legal question perhaps the president
would wish to speak on it, or r. Clark •
. CLARK May I ask Dean Sorrell this question? Doesnrt
this faculty determine when a man is going to be promoted and
what rank he will have? I will submit, Mr. President, that
t~is Faculty can vote to tax itself or a~y member of the pu~lic who intends to become a member of this Faculty. There is
no legal question involved. It is a legislative question, it
seems to me.
PROFESSOR HUBER I agree with Professor Clark that we
can tax ourselves, but I think the position Dean Sorrell is
taking goes toward a certain philosophical point, and as far
as I am concerned I cannot support this motion unless the
voluntary aspect is in it. Decisions o~ promotion~ and rank
are primarily business and have to do with our duties on the
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job; but whether or not he contributes to space that is primarily social, I think there ~s a distinct difference between his job and the social aspect; and I shall have to vote
against the motion.
PROFESSOR 'vilCKER I didn tt want a faculty club at any time,
and I have voted against it. I feel that if I am assessed 15
annually--and the language of the document is not clear. I am
very much confused about the whole financial arrangement. If
there are 2,142 square feet at $2 per square foot, it comes
out to about ~5,000. No one has yet stated how many years the
amortization covers. I feel that if this is taken out of my
salary next year I am being fined--not assessed; fined.
TROvvBRIDGE
Dr. Smith?

How many years does this amortization cover,

SHE~~AN SMITH
WICKI:R
much money.

Forty years.

I think we are getting very, very little for that

TROIBRIDGE I can•t agree with that, Mr. Hicker. I have
looked over these facilities; and, although they are not
finished yet, I think they are magnificent. The whole building is superb. These facilities for us, I think, are as fine
as you could get anywhere. The University administration is
paying over one-half of the amortization cost, and the amount
we are paying totally is $2,500 a year for this whole Faculty,
which seems to me quite modest. We are getting somewhere over
2,000 square feet of space and possibly more than that if we
do include a dining room as exclusively for our use. I think
we are getting a good bargain, myself.
PROFESSOR FINDLEY I still have some reservations about
voting for this motion if I don't know whom I am supporting
on this salary deduction.
m I helping to support a club
room for faculty members or am I helping to support a club
room for faculty members plus secretaries? If this is going
to be a public gathering place, I don't particularly feel
that I want to pay for it.
TROBRIDGE It is difficult to define that, I am well
aware, at this stage. Our intent was to admit on a broad
basis, as we say, those engaged in teaching and 7esearch and
the administration people who ha~e faculty sta~ding ?rare-I don't know just how to define it, but there is a list of.
administration people who are members of the Faculty, an~ it
was our intent that it would be this group who would be included, and it could be a little broader than that or a little
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not thinking of the secretaries.

I move an amendment that the contribution
econd the motion .
C
K
r.
esident, I would like to ask the people
who have made t s otion for an amendment , 11 How are we going tom nage t e us of space in a public building on a
voluntary
is nd look our colleagues in the eye and say,
'You did no contribu e and you can not use it. 111 -- because
the resident h s uthorized a certain amount to be paid?
How can e dminister i~ in any other way than by having
the group ssume the responsibility? This Faculty has worked
on the volunt ry idea for a long time, but no successful plan
has been born .
eh ve tried to have one. They agreed to
pay as much as
O apiece at one time. Nothing has happened .
This is simply etting a bigger idea started by having some
space· here everybody can go on an equal basis . Now, if
this volunt ry motion goes through, I am going to move at
the end that the president discharge this committee and let
them gob ck and try to find some place over across Central
Avenue .
F S
ED Is it true that the cost of the Student
Building
is
being paid out of Student Union dues and
Union
tudent
Union
dues are compulsory as far as future stuthose
dents re concerned
E Y I vould say the major part of the bond interest
requirements vill be paid out of student fees, which are compulsory.
n the ot er hand, the dining room, the book store,
and the bowling alley are charged fees for the use thereof,
and the net profit on those operations will go toward the payment of the bond issues, too .
P
TEDL CK Mr . Trowbridge, does the committee
anticipate ny confl·ct between the use of the space by those
who, perhaps will be assessed and the club that i~ to ~e
formed on a voluntary basis? It seems to me that in this
area there might be some embarrassment .
e didn ' t think there would be any conflict,
T IB DGE
Mr . Tedlock, if the general idea could be rather broadly
accepted by the Faculty . The faculty club would have a program . I presume that most of their affairs w~uld be fre: un~
less there were dances or something of that kind, and I imagine
they wouldn't draw any strict lines about whether or not you
were a member if you attended . I have belonged to faculty
clubs on other campuses and usually there was not any difficulty
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of that kind. No. I don ' t anticipate that there would be .
I think there might be a question about the use of this space
if some people paid and some people didn ' t . I don ' t know
just what the feeling would be about that . I certainly would
hate to see any situation develop where we would have to police
it . I think that would be very bad .

J

..)

PROFESSOR ROSENZvvEIG In reading this statement on the
bottom of page two concerning the breadth to whi ch this would
be opened. it strikes me that this is going to be open to everyone connected with the University except students . It strikes
me that that represents too large a group of people for 2. 100
square feet, even though I don ' t expect everyone to be over
there at once .
TROWBRIDGE If there is a strong feeling about needing
a closer definition on this . I cannot see any good way to
handle it except by some advisory motion to the su ccessor
committee which , in any case . would be able to define it more
sharply than we have done ; but I think it would be a mistake
to try to pin this down now .
PROFESSOR NASON I appreciate the majority of the rationale that Dr . Clark has set forth . but it seems to me that if
the membership is going to be so all - inclusive , it would be
a much more sticky problem than if it were a little less liberal at the outset and then we subsequently liberalized it .
I have only had experience in two fa culty clubs , and neither
of them admitted graduate students .
TROvBRIDGE Another possibility is that the successor
committee which we are going to move approval for could spell
these things out in a report at the first faculty meeting in
the fall .
NASON Would it be in order to move that the membership
be limited to the Voting Fa culty? Is it in order?
POPEJOY I t is my judgment that this motion as an amend ment would be in order .
NASON

I so move .

MR. DURRIE

I believe there is an amendment on the floor .

POPEJOY Yes . I beg your pardon . There is already
.
another amendment on the floor which we must take care of first .
NASON

I will wi thdraw mine .

TRAVELSTEAD

I would like to speak to this amendment th t

1 I
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is on the floor, Lr. Chairman.
POPEJOY

Dean Travelstead.

TRAVELSTEAD Going back to the same point, I must assume
that if it makes no difference in the dues whether the phrase
"voluntary" or "not voluntary" is used, then the assumption
was when they put the "voluntary" on there it would be practically 100 per cent. Otherwise, the scale of dues would be
changed according to how many different faculty members would
have membership. If it were assumed correctly that the voluntary aspect would draw close to 100 per cent, I think we are
in a far stronger position to vote for the amendment and restrict it--rather than the assessment. If the dues are the
same in either case, then I would vote for the amendment.
DEAN VY N If only the voting faculty are assessed,
surely the voting faculty can change the admission criteria
at any time they wish. Those paying for the facilities have
the right to limit those facilities to anybody who is not
paying. It strikes me that if we vote this original motion
this will more or less take care of itself, according to
experience. The assessment on a voluntary basis in my
limited experience just won't work. This faculty club will
start off with a boom and will lag and die in a very few years.
If you want facilities on campus in the Student Union Building
you had better vote for an assessment. If you don ' t want to
be assessed and are not interested in a faculty club then, of
course, you should vote the other way.
HUBER If the faculty club is going to start with a boom
and then die, might it not be because the faculty club was not
the desire of the Faculty in the first place. Therefore, why
should the minority assess the majority?
WYNN For the simple reason of who is going to do al~ of
the work of collecting the annual dues on a voluntary basis .
Who is going to get out and do the leg work every year and
solicit the membership and collect the dues? That is the problem.
HUBER
e are on a voluntary basis, but only on a_vo~u~tary basis for now . If a person joins in one year he is Jo 7ning from here on in . It would eliminate this voluntary basis .
POPEJOY

Is that the intent of the motion?

KOSCHNLANN My main intent was to get this question on the
floor and get it settled . It was being talked around and never
voted on .
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FDPEJOY The motion was that the dues for the rental
would be on a voluntary basis. The question that I raised
was was it your intent that this action when once taken
would be every year and not require, as Dean vynn has pointed
out, that-KOSOIMANN I was not particularly intending anything when
I stated the amendment . If you ask me what it means now, I
would say it would mean I would be a member indefinitely until
I got too unhappy with it.
POPEJOY As I understand Li\r . Koschmann I s motion , it was
to make it specific and clear that once membership is requested
on a voluntary basis it is indefinite until the request is
withdrawn .
TRO',JBRIDGE I think we want to know how many are willing
to have straight-across-the-board assessment and how many want
it voluntary .
POPEJOY As I understand it, however, he has indicated
that when they once request membership on a voluntary basis
there is no change until the request is withdrawn.
TROHBRIDGE As new people came on each year they would
be given an opportunity to become a member .
PROFESSOR PETTY If such a motion were to pass and if
the Faculty were to go on record as approving only voluntary
payment , I wonder where we would be from the standpoint of
planning . That is, would we have any idea of how many memberships could be expected or if a minimum number could be
expected . It seems to me- - and I speak as a member of the
committee--that we would be right back to the same place we
have always been on the matter of space . I think in our
original discussion there was considerable sentiment in favor
of some sort of campus faculty club similar to the faculty
clubs you will find at many state universities , but from the
standpoint of financing such a plan it doesn ' t work out voluntarily . It doesn ' t seem feasible . And it is very likely we
would go on for the next fifteen or twenty years without such
a plan materializing . This seems to be the only feasible plan
by which we might get started in the ~irection of_hav~ng some
space upon which we could plan some kind of organization . I
~ould suggest if this amendment were to pass . we would b~ back
J~st exactly where we were when we first begin our committee
discussi ons .
PROFESSOR EUBANK
decided today?

Is it imperative that the issue be

a
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POPEJOY This pa rticular issue?
TR! WBRIDGE I suppose any part of this could be postponed
but if we could reach an agreement today so that we would be •
ready to open t he facilities in September, then so much the
better.
I would like to restate my own feelings in this matter.
The Faculty of the University has participated in the development of the plans for the New Mexico Union Building over a
large number of years.
ie have had a series of committees
with wide faculty representation. Nine years ago we had a
vote in this Faculty to reserve the space . That did not involve specific space or a method of collecting dues, but it
certainly was an opportunity for this Faculty to express its
opinion . There was a very clear majority at that time, and
all along the line there has been very strong feeling that
this voluntary method was not a feasible one. The planning
has gone ahead on that assumption . Now the specific proposal
is before us, and it is one in my mind which is moderate in
cost with respect to what we are going to get for it . I think
that the president is quite within his rights , and I even
rather admire him for asking the committee to add this clause
want to impose this
11 who voluntari ly agree II because he doesn I t
upon us. But why can ' t we impose it upon ourselves?
EUBANK Mr . Chairman , I dislike the idea of having to
impose it on myself but I do believe if we are going to do
this we should get started; and on that basis , Mr . Chairman,
I move the previous question and the series. This merely
means that we have to vote on all amendments and on the original motion .
POPEJOY There is a motion to vote on the previous question . Is there a second .
MB.\BERS

Second the motion .

POPEJOY All in favor of voting on the previous question
indicate by saying uaye . " Opposed? The motion is carried .
\e are now ready to vote on the amendment . _The amendment is that the members of the Voting Faculty will pay dues 11
on a voluntary basis . All in favor indicate by saying "aye .
Opposed? The noes have it .
WYNN

Let us have a count, Mr . President .

POPEJOY There has been a call for the count .
in favor hold up your right hands .

All those
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CLARK Will the chair please restate the motion. I don't
think some of these people are clear on the motion. I see
one hand at least who has been arguing very strongly the other
way.
POPEJOY

All those opposed hold up your right hands.

DURR.IE

Thirty-five for and fifty-two against.

POPEJOY The motion is lost by thirty-five votes for and
fifty-two against.
We are now back to the original motion.
additional amendments or any more questions?
NASON

I should like to offer an amendment now.

POPEJOY
NASON

~Jere there any

You cantt amend it now.
All right.

POPEJOY

Professor Clark, would you restate your motion

now.
CLARK That a system of annual dues be established and
collected from each member of the Voting Faculty of the University of New Mexico, except emeritus members .
POPEJOY We have had votes on the previous question and
on the amendment. Now this applies to the original motion.
All in favor of the motion indicate by saying ••aye." Opposed?
The motion is carried .
NASON I now move that the membership for at least the
first year, subject to review at the end of that year, be
limited to members of the Voting faculty .
HUBER

Second the motion.

ought
CLARK Mr . Chairman, may I say that I don ' t feel we There
to start out with some sort of discriminatory practice . of the
are a lot of members of this faculty who are not members
Voting Faculty .
POPEJOY In case of instructors they must have three years
and assistant professors must have one year to be on the Voting
Faculty .
CLARK These people are members of the community and fulltime teachers . I think this kind of a beginning would be a poor
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beginning
NASON Let me rephrase my amendment to include all fulltime teaching personnel.
.
CLARK How about the part-time people ] I think those
night people might get more out of this than the others?
PETTY How about people who are eligible to become members
of the Voting Faculty?
NASON That would be satisfactory as far as my motion is
concerned .
HUBER

I wi thdrav.J my second .

POPEJOY
MEMBER

1r . Huber has withdrawn his second .
I will second the motion .

SHERMAN SMITH Mr . President, out of interest, and only
t~at, I have rehearsed this problem countless times in my
~ind . over the past two or three years , and I have discussed
it with members of the committee who have been working on this
problem . This is the total effort of all the Faculty in connection with the problem to be solved . The difficulty is whate~er line you draw , and admittedly there must be one , you will
~isk injury to someone you don 1 t want to injure . This really
is a tight wire . I am going to vote against Dr. Nason t s motion
for this reason . My suggestion would be that a committee be
charged with the solution of this very tough problem and asked
to report back at the first of the year next fall .
POPEJOY

Any other observations?

MR. 'JALKER I would like to speak against the proposed
amendment . I think it would be nice to have research assist?nts and others join you daily so that you will have enough
interest to keep it open ; and, also , I don ' t believe the presence of the research assistants will dilute the table conversation .
TEDlDCK I will speak in support of the motion . I think
those who are paying the bill should have considerable control of the facilities and there is nothing to prevent our
having guests . Had yo~ anticipated members bringing guests?
TRO' BRIDGE
T8)LOCK

We had assumed that guests could be brought .

It seems to me if guests can be brought that
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takes care of it adequately.
selfish if we do that •

I don't think we are being too

. Tao BRIDGE I would like to support Mr. Smith's statement.
I think to draw these lines and to discuss a big issue such as
thi~ on our f~et here in a ~aculty meeting is attempting quite
a bit; and, since we are going to move the creation of a committee before we are through here, I would like to say I believe it is feasible to handle it as Mr. Smith has suggested.
I think we will get a better solution than if we try to handle
it at the moment right here today.
OPEJOY . s I understand the motion, now, the availability
of space for at least the first year will be made to the members of tne Faculty who are voting members or who are potentially
eligible to become voting members.
11 those in favor indicate
by saying 11 aye. 11 Opposed? The motion is lost.
EDGEL I would like to preface this next motion with a
few remarks. The first remark is that it occurs to me everytime there is a movement on foot to increase the number of
deducts, someone points to Edgel and says, 11 You make the
motion." I have done this through the insurance program, with
the OASI., and I don I t know what all . So it is probably fitting
today that I should make this particular motion .
~eriously, while the estimate of the amount of money
which it would be possible to collect from a given schedule
of dues or fees was originally made on the assumption that
approximately 25 per cent of the Faculty was in each of the
academic ranks, we have since that time obtained the statistics concerning the number of full-time people in each individual rank, and we have made estimates on varying fee schedules utilizing the three-to-one ratio that the committee has
suggested in its memorandum and also other types of ratios;
and on this basis we have come up with what appears to be the
best distribution so far as what the committee feels is equitable that would produce a sufficient volume of money to enable
us to meet our obligations with respect to this space . ~herefore, Mr . resident, I move that for the purpose of helping.
to defray the building costs on that portion of the New Mexico
Union assigned to the Faculty that this Faculty assess itself
annual dues in the amounts of 15 for full professors , 12
for associate professors , 8 for assistant professors , a~d
5 for instructors , to be paid by all members of the voting
faculty through payroll deduction . I have not included the
matter of an effe c tive date , but I assume we would want to
make it effective either July 1st or at the beginning of the
next school year .

,?

2
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cond the motion.
is before you for debate .
15, 12, 8 nd 5?
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ord "annual
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Did every-

up t ere, too .

forty years II up there, too .
nd then
should th·s room cost us 200,000, or
or y ye rs?"
This figure, in addition to
of maintenance estimated at
to
et ere some questions?

T

been t lking about costs . 'Je will prout i on n annual basis. If we considered
,ould h ve to p y if we ent to so ebody else and
nt this much space . How much Mill you
Loo
e
s id,
y
e ould find out that the amount of
nn
1
ch rg
fr
ction
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hat you would have to pay any place
2 500
st rt to talk about forty years, yes .
els •
ns e re occupying and paying for the space
But it
forty years, and probably indefinitely .
over
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other statements?

est·on .
11 inf vor of the motion indicate by saying
d? Te yes h ve it .

•y
T

er

r . President, this takes care of rental of
xico Union . , e now want to provide for
e f culty club as such .

L
1r . resident , the hour is 1 te , and these motions
I h v rem ining r very simple . There is nothing hidden in
ny of them . The first is that we get a consensus here on whether or no
e ~ant a separate organization in addition to- not in lieu of-- but in ddi tion to the space arrangement . le
want inf ct ,
faculty club ; and, therefore, I move you that
the Faculty establish a faculty club with whatever powers and
w· th wh tever function this Faculty wishes to give it .
EJ Y Do you think we can resolve that point rather
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quickly'.?
CL

They can reject it or accept it quickly.

POPEJOY As I understand your motion, there is a contingency in there that the Faculty has the duty to empower the
committee with original powers as they may see fit at this
hour?
CLARK No, sir, that is not correct. The question on
the space we have already taken care of.
le have got a solemn
obligation to fulfill the use of it . The question now is,
"Do we want to have an organization such as a faculty club?"
And they c n keep out the assistant professors or the full
professors if they want to .
P.OFESSOR IVINS Mr. President, I have gone along with
all these motions, but on this one I don tt think we need it
now.
e have got the space and we will be over there getting
acquainted with the space next fall. I am not taking a position for or against the faculty club, but I don't think we
snould try to do that here today.
TIO B DGE I think the only commitment asked for is
to the general idea and getting the committee should be the
next motion .
POPEJOY There is a motion to table as I understand it.
Is there a second?
EMBER

Second .

POPEJOY All in favor of the motion to table indicate
by saying "aye." Opposed? The motion to table is carried.
CLARK Mr . President , I move that this Faculty vote to
recommend to the Policy Committee the establishment of some
method whereby a faculty committee can be selected to handle
the matter of space in the Student Union. The committe~
which now operates is a committee appointed by the_presid~nt.
This committee would like to be discharged today, if possible;
and we would like to have the Policy Committee select representatives of the Faculty, take this into consideration, and
in the fall be ready at the first Faculty meeting to pick out
some people to be on this committee.
IVINS

I second that motion.

POPEJOY All in favor of the motion indicate by saying
"aye. 11 Opposed? The motion is carried.
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.
The next item on the agenda is Item ro . 4, a recommend tion for an expanded Doctor of Science program in Engineering.
Dr. Castetter.
CASTETTER Mr. President, the statement of recommendation
for t~is e~panded Doct~r of ~cie~ce program in Engineering is
contained in the material which is in your hands.
n beh lf
of the Graduate Committee I should like to move the approv l
of this recommendation.
FARRIS
POPEJOY
MEMBER
POPEJOY

Expand

Doctor of
Science
Prog
Eng

Second the motion.
The matter is before you.
QJestion.
There is a call for the question.

All in favor indicate by saying
motion is carried.

11

c1ye.

11

Opposed?

The

The next item on the agenda is a revis·on of gr du tion
requirements in the College of rts and ciences. Den ynn.
\NNN Mr. President, while the Faculty is in such
ye
mood, I move that the proposal for revision of gradu tion requirements in the College of rts and ciences be adopt d by
the Faculty as a whole.

However, I think I should say for the benefit of the
members of the Faculty of the College of rts and ciences th t
there have been two very minor changes in this proposal since
this went before the Faculty of the College of Arts and ci nces .
I hope you will take my word for it that they re quite un·mportant. They are two very minor changes. and I would r t er no
take the time to discuss them. if you are willing tot ke my
word for it that they are very minor.
~r . President, I move the adoption of these requirements
as indicated on the mimeographed proposal dated June 8 , 1959 .
P

FESSOR

BENEDETTI

Second the motion .

P OF SSOR EGENE
Mr . President, it is late, it ·shot,
an~ I don ' t particularly want to do this, but I would like to
voice token opposition to this proposal .
e haven ' t be n told
anything about the philosophy behind it . It is mer 7ly
s! ement to go into the catalogue, but I believe the:e 1s cons1d~rable importance attached to this. There is consider ble_merit
and there are facets to it which merit some careful consid r tion . I want to very brief 1 y say wh t I think i the ain
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effect of this proposal.
The rts and Science student in a science will be faced
as a result of this proposal with taking an additional nine
hours of hum nities in the upper division. The non-science
student ill have to take an additional three hours--and I
ams ying 11 additional 11 with respect to the previous catalogue statement. The non-science student in the College of
Arts and Sciences ill be faced with having to take an additional three hours of science. and I would like to add these
three hours in my opinion can rather easily be satisfied in
the loier division . This is in contrast with the nine hours
which the science student will have to take in the upper
division. The upper division has so far been a division where
the student was left free to pursue his speciality .
ow. this rather solicitous concern for the welfare of
the science student naturally has a number of reasons . Perhaps it is t e alleged lack of general background of the
science student. I have documentary evidence to the contrary .
Perhaps the nine hours of the humanities as against three
hours of science reflect the present importance or relative
importance of the sciences as against the humanities . I am
saying this. of course, facetiously. Perhaps this is meant
as an antidote against too much of that dreadful science- or sometimes it is just called specialization .
ell. now, I don ' t want to be misunderstood. I am very
much in favor of our students taking as much of the humanities
as they can possibly take . I have had a rather heavy dose of
humanities when I was younger, a very heavy dose, in fact;
and I am glad of it. But I do consider myself a well-balanced
person actually because of that. I do think, on the other
hand. that it is an element of liberal education where a student should be left free to a certain extent to explore and
acquire his own experiences. This a science student cannot
do.under this program .
ome electives can ~e taken ,_ b~t I am
thinking of many of our students who come with a deficiency
in a language or who need other prerequisites who simply will
not be able to finish in four years because of these added
requirements in the upper division .
I feel as the proposal stands now it amounts to a rigor ous prescription at least for most science students as to
which courses to take and which courses to leave . Some of
the courses which the students will have to leave are those
in which they come into our laboratories and work_with us .
I submit that some of the same things they are doing are
original and have never been done before and that participation in this type of work amounts to a unique human experience
compatible in value -- and I am not saying superior to- - but
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compatible in value with what the student may get in the
humanities courses.
.
_At ?ny rate. I would want to say that young men with
imagination are needed in the sciences. Indeed, I am not
~fraid to say that we need a number of specialists. I find
it deplorable that the President of the United States has said
that our political adversaries are ahead of us in some areas
b~t that we have made remarkable progress. I hope that it
wil~ ~ot take anot~er spectacular advance on the part of our
political adversaries to convince us that our remarkable
progress will not be enough. No doubt the proposal will
pass by a large majority. but at least it won 1 t be said that
nobody spoke out against it.
WYNN Mr . President, unless members of the Faculty who
are not members of the faculty of the College of Arts and
Sciences jump to the conclusion that the College of Arts and
Sciences faculty hasn't really made up its mind on this subject. I simply wish to make this statement, that this proposal
was studied for two years in a committee on graduation requirements. Many hearings were held on it with departmental chairmen, and it passed the faculty of the College of Arts and
Sciences by a strong majority at a recent meeting. I do not
at all deny Professor Regener 1 s right to discuss the motion
as a faculty member at this meeting, but I just want the Faculty to know \vhere the College of Arts and Sciences stands on
this particular matter.
I would also risk the danger of unpopularity at this late
hour by mentioning that the proposal brings the total number
of tied-down basic hours in the College of Arts and Sciences
to 53, which would put the University of New Mexico a little
short of the median among the following representative institutions in the country at large. I am now talking about the
specific requirements for the degrees from liberal arts colleges in the United States. Our institution, the University of
New Mexico, in its present position stands third from the bottom
on this list. With these proposed requirements the.University
of New Mexico would come out three short of the median on the
list. The list of these institutions is as follows: State
University of Iowa, 36; University of Oklahoma, 40; Uni~er~ity
of New Mexico (present), 41; University of Southern Illinois,
42; University of Missouri, 43; University ~f Ke~tucky, 44;
University of California (Berkeley), 44; Uni~ersi~y of Idaho~
48; University of ~innesota, 48; New York University, ~O; U~iversity of Maryland, 51; University of Alabama, 52; Un~ver~ity
~f New Mexico (proposed), 53; University of Roche~ter,_53; Kent
~!ate University, 56; Indiana Unive~sity, 5?; University of .
Jisconsin. 57; Rutgers University, 58; Bowling Gr~en_S~ate University. 58; Duke University, 59; University of Virginia, 60;
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Lehigh Univer~ity, 60; ~nive~sity of Michigan, 60; University
of Pennsylvania, 63; University of North Carolina, 64; College
of !he City of.New ':'ork, 64; /ashington University, 66; Pennsylvania State University, 69; University of Pittsburgh, 78 .
On the list that I have read, this proposal would bring
the University of New 1Aexico to a little short of the median
in the number of specific hours required for the Bachelor of
Arts and the Bachelor of Science degrees .
HUBER Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask Dean Wynn if he
could explain to me the philosophy of the College of Arts and
sc;ences that lies behind the second specific graduation re quirement on page one of the statement which reads as follows:
"Grade points equal to the total number of hours of college
level work which the student has ever attempted . 11 This, of
course, would include hours attempted at other universities as
well as our own, and I believe our index is stated to be applicable only to hours at the University of New Mexico . This is
a deviation from the requirements for graduation for the other
degree colleges, and I am wondering what the reason was .
'JYNN That provision came into the requirements of the
College of Arts and Sciences at least twenty-five years ago ,
i! not before that; and it was designed to treat the University of New Mexico student the same as transfer students are
treated, to count the total performance during the college
career of a student as more important than what he might have
accumulated in New Mexico.
I realize, Mr . Huber, this is not in accordance with your
~hilosophy on this matter, but it still represents the thinking of the College of rts and Sciences; and I think it protects us against a certain number of, shall we say , collegiatep tramps, and does no serious student that I have known
about any harm whatever, particularly since in the University
College we go along with you on the rule that the student shall
be admitted to a degree college on the basis of his previous two
semesters and not on the total record ; but the Faculty of the
College of Arts and Sciences wants that provision to be kept- ~ C average on all college work attempted , and as I say , there
is no change on this . This has been a requirement of the College of Arts and Sciences for at least twenty-five years .
MS.ABER QUestion .
DEAN STEIN I would like to ask Dean Wynn a question .
I see a great dea l of merit in this , but under the concept of
humanities this nine semester hours to be selected form the
various areas when it comes down to philosophy , art history ,
music history : or spee ch , I am a little doubtful in my mind
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about th
c ion on art to the history of it, as such .
I think it
s loquently stated in this month ' s Atlantic by
the r s·d nt of ale ht the creative aspects of art and
music
o
v u ble to man .
lso this last part in parenthesis (to the extent of three semester hours . )", does this
apply to
t i tory
usic history, and speech, or does it
just ply to
"speech'?
Then
ould lie to try to work out t e mechanics of
this
i tle b"t · my oin mind. The history has been
shif ed o~n to the hum nities. I have no quarrel with that .
It usu lly is not put ·n this category, but certainly I cannot
deny th·s i h.
tis quite common and the usual custom for
a person
sel ct ·n his first year 6 hours of history . We
have
c
o y ·n nu ber one which is English, and then we
come upon not r c tegory \:thich is Foreign language . Then
it om
don o hilosophy, art history and music history or
speech to he ex ent of 3 semester hours . I realize the college h s h r· ht t interpret these things as it so desires,
and I am not goin to make an amendment on this; but I do
believe the mech nics of this nd the general tone of it tends
to let sin en er
1·ttle, but just a real little bit on this .
I really t ink t es udent who is gifted and has studied music
or art prior to coming to the University might well elect a
course in gr phics or painting or in composition or I might say
even in dr
tic art here with speech . But I am wondering why
this w s so res ricted and why the mechanics of it make it so
restricted for the student .
omebody said recently that changing a college re9uirement or requirements for graduation is a _little like ~oving a graveyard
Te committee that brought in these requirements nd the college faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences, I th"nk, are rather proud that this mu~h concession is
made . There ·s no arguing with the faculty ! 7t _seems to me ,
Dean tein,
en it goes outside its own bailiwick to lay
down specific requirements of its students . If I had my way ,
P:rson lly, t ere would be many more hours requir~d in the
fine arts but the hum nities cover a lot of territory . The
student still h s to chose between 6 hours of history and 6
hours of nglish and 6 hours of upper division Foreign language
and 6 hours of philosophy, and we thought we w7re very generous
to put rt h·story or music history or speech in there at all .
That is about all I can answer for you .
~BE

estion .
P J y There is a call for the question . All in favor
indicate by saying II ye . u Opposed? The motion is carried .
-A
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laboratory equipment has been obtained and that we have on
campus a omputer esearch 102A electronics computer . It is
located at 2206 Lomas Boulevard. and it is open to the Faculty
for use and the solution of problems .
I should like to say that I believe there is not a depart ment on campus that cannot make use of it . and particularly
in your research programs . Ve invite you to come over . We
have a competent operator . Come over and consult with him
about your computations and also to observe and see what it
looks like .
It is an all-purpose digital computer that will handle
business problems as well as scientific ones . Mr . Edgel 1 s
Bureau of Business Research can make use of it . as well as
you scientific people . It will do problems on probability
or correlations. and it is a pretty versatile computer . Its
memory is 1.024 digitals. but we hope that we will be able to
engineer the maniac memory into it which will extend this to
something like 50,000 digitals . We will be glad to talk to
you about it at any time you may come over .
POPEJOY Are there any other announcements?
the meeting is adjourned .

If not .

Adjournment . 6 : 00 p. m.

Respectfully submitted

~ ~ / 0-~
John N. Durrie .
Secretary of the Faculty

Digital
Computer in
Research
Center

f,,arch 5, 1959
To: Curricula Corrrnittee

From: Elmon L. Cataline, Dean, College of Pharmacy
Subject: Proposal for a Five-Year Program in Pharmacy
It is proposed that a five-year program in Pharmacy be instituted, effective
Apr i I I , I960 •
I. Degree Requirements
(The proposed program is set forth on page 2 of this memorandum . )
A. Tot a I hours required for graduation:

J

I . Specific required courses: 127 hours .

60 hours.
( See page 2)

2. Electives: 33 hours.
Of the 33 elective hours, the student may not elect more than
a total of 18 hours of course work in the professional and/or
basic science areas; he must elect at least 15 hours in any
combination of courses offered in the College of Arts and
Sciences, Business Administration, Education, Engineering,
Fine Arts, Law, and Nursing, or in Naval Science or Air Science.
The purpose of this regulation is to make it possible for
the student to broaden his education by electing courses in
the social sciences, humanities, fine arts, etc .
B. Physical Education: 4 hours.
I I. Degree granted: Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy.
I I I. Comparison of the four-year and five-year programs.

Area of Instruction
I•
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

s.

9,
10 .
I I•
12 .

Four- year
credit - Hours

. . . . . . . . .. .. ..
. . . . . . . .. .
. . . . . . .. .
...
.
.. .. .. . . .. .. . .
.. . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .. ..
. . . . .. ..... .. . .
. ...
...... . ...

Pharmacy
Pharmaceu ti ca I Chemistry
Pharmacognosy
Pharmacology
Pharmacy Administration
Chemistry
Physics
•
Biology
•
Mathematics
Eng Ii sh
Speech
Electives
Totals

25 ( 18 . 7%)
12 ( 9 . 0%)
4 ( 3. 0%)
9 ( 6. 7%)
10 { 7 . 5%)
24 ( 17 .9%)
8 ( 6. 0%)
16 ( 12 . 0% l
5 ( 3. 7%)
6 ( 4. 5%)
3 ( 2 . 2%)
-12 ( 9 . 0%)
l-23

\ 1 '-/

Five-year
Credit Hours

. .. .. . . .. •.
.. . . . .
. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. . . . . . .
. . . .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. . . . .
. . . .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. . . . .

29
9
4
12
11
24
8
16
5
6
3
33
160

( 18 . 1%)
( 5 . 6%)
( 2 . 5%)
( 7. 5%)
( 6. 91 1
( 15 . 0%)
( 5 . 0%)
( 10. 0%)
( 3. 1%)
( 3. 8%)
( J .9%)
(20.6%)

University of New Mexico
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
PROPOSED 5-YEAR PROGRAM
Pre-Pharmacy
II

Eng Ii sh I Wrl ting with
Rdgs 1n Expos
Chem IL General
Biol IL General
Math 15 Co I I ege AIgebra
Elective
Physi ca I Education

3

4
4
3
3
_J_

English 2 Writing with
Rdgs 1n L1 t
Chem 2L Genera I
Biol 2L General
Math 16 Plane Trig
EI ect 1ve
Physical Education

fa

3
4
4
2
3

--1
17

First Professional Year
Phm 41 Ort en tat ion I
Chem 101 Organic
Chem I03L Organic Lab
Physics Ill General
Biol 93L Bacteriology
Elective
~ys ical Education

....

Phm 141L Intro
Chem 53L Quant Ana I
Ph'llco I I 91 B I o I Med
Elect t ve

I
3

I
4
4

3
_.L

Phm 42 Orientation I I
Chem 102 Organic
Chem 104L Organic Lab
Physics 12L General
Econ 51 Intro
Elective
Physical Education

17
Second Professional Year
Phmcog 72L General
5
Biol 123L Biochemistry
4
Biol 102L Physiology
3
Speech 55 Speh for
---4
Bus and Prof
16
Elective

I
3
4

3
3

--1

16
4
4
4
3

-2

17

Thjrd Professional Year
p·

' m I 53L Operative Phm I
Bus Ad 5L Pr i n of Acct g
Phmco I I 95L Phmco I I
Elective

Phm Ch em I63L
Med Chem 1
:~m 18!L DI spensl ng I
p·-~ 121 Phm Management
El 19 3 Inspection Trip
ect i ve
'

.
.

. . .

.

.

5

3
4

--2

Phm I 54L Operat Ive Phm 11
3
Phm 122 Pharmaceutica l Law
5
Phmco I I 96L Phmco I I I
~
Elective
16

15
fourth Professional Year
Phm Ch em I 64L
Med Chem 11
5
Phm 182l Dispensing I I
5
Phm 161 Hist of Pharmacy
2
Elective
0

--2

15

4
5
2

17

-3.!

...... ·-

In the four-year program there are 60 hours of required professional
work. These make up 44.8% of the total of 134. In the five-year program, 65 hours of professional work wi I I be required. These represent 40.6% of the 160 to be required for graduation.

1•

. ·1.

'I ''

A. The incraase in total hours required for graduation Is 26 hours
or approximately 16%.
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Required courses in chemistry, physics, biology, and mathematics
currently make up 39.5% (53 hours) of the total required. In the
five-year program, courses in these areas wi I I make up 33. 1% (53
hours) of the 160 hours to be required.
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Thus, while the total number of hours required in the professiona l
and basic science areas wi I I increase, the required work In these
areas wi 11 constitute a smaller percentage f the total hours required for graduation.
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I. Selecting, screening, and graduating those students possessing
the technical abi I ities, personal character, and social outlook
required for the practice of the profession of pharmacy.

,.
i

'• i : ·' -:.• .

.

2. Grounding students in the principles and practices of organizing
and administering a pharmacy.
3. Making students fully conscious of the ethical standards to be met
by the pharmacist •

.'

I;

i •

'I

,,. i

IV. General considerations •
A. The objectives of the undergraduate program for the educatl n and professional preparation of pharmacists may be surrroarlzed as fol lows:

. \:.J .•

\!

On the other hand, the total number of hours that the student may
devote to courses outside these two areas, wt I I increase ·consld erab ly.
Under the five-year program the student wi I I be requjred to el ect a
larger number of hours (at least 15) from courses outside the professional and basic science areas than the total number of hours of
free electives in the present four-year program.

':·a.

I
I

'

I

4. Qua! ifying students to cooperate with members of the other health
professions and to consult with them; to furnish accurate, bjective and scientific information to physicians and members of the
othe; health professions concerning drugs and their actions.
5. Preparing students to provide professional services to the pub l ic
appropriate to the basic functionsof pharmacy in Its ro l e as a
health profession.
6. Equipping and ·stimulating students to cl')ntribute to the profess!
by participating In its various organizationol, J lterary, te ching,
research, and other activities.
7. Preparing students to assume the responsibl I I ties of citizens

-4--

befitting professionals.
8. Enriching the I ife of the students through greater understanding and

appreciation of the culture, values, and problems of our clvi I ization.
While the four-year program has, since 1932, served a useful purpose in
the development of pharmaceutical education, it has generally not al lowed
the inclusion of a sufficient number of courses in humanities, social
sciences, ~nd fine arts to satisfy the above objectives . Possibly neith er
the five- year prognirn nor a progr·am of any reasonab I e I ength wi I I ever
make this comple1·ely possible. However, the five-year program, as proposed here, wi I I provide a far greater opportunity for the elect Ion of
courses in these areas.

l.

B. Under the proposed f;v ~-yeur program, the student wi I I not begin his
study of pharmacy (exc ept io :~ the orientation courses) until he has completed two years of wo~k in the basic sciences. This wl I I make possibl e
the upgrading of the p~ofesslonal courses.
" .

.

) I. .

4

1.

C. Increased motivation for the profession and increased maturity should
apparent when the five-year program is in operation. These wi I I be I
portant in assuring ever better service to the public.

I

D. After Apri I I, 1960 , all students v.ho begin the study of pharmacy In any
accredited college of pharmacy in the United States wi I I be required t
comp I ete a f i ve--year p,~ogram in order to be granted the degree. Agre
ment among t1c colleges on this rule was reached at the 1954 meeting of
the Am criccn Association of Colleges of Pharmacy. The University of
Mexico College of Pharmacy, as a member of the Association, voted for he
extended program ,

,.

,•.,-

a

Virtually al I of ~he national pharmaceutical associations have approved
the extension of ·:·he program to five years. In addition, the New Mexico
Pharmaceutical Association, at its 1957 convention, unanimously adopted
the fol lowing resolution:
"Reso I u ~ion No. Twe Ive.
WIEREAS, prcgress in th e field of pharmacy continues
at an acceleroted rn:e, and
I'

.r

. ,...

~. .., .

\hiHEREAS, the mode~ n ?hzirmac; st must necessar i Iy be
properly trained in the professional and scientific aspects
of the profession, and
Vlt-lER~AS, i1· is ,itel to t'1e continued Improvement of
the profession tha~ !i1e ed• ca~ion of the pharmacist be broadened and libcr~I ized, now, therefore

.-~...

I

RESOLVED, that the Associatl n endorses the princip l
of the five-year program of pharmaceutical education and urge
the Col legc of Pnar·mncy at the University of New Mexlc to proc8ed to implement its pr posed five-year program not la er ha
the intended date, 1960. 11
8E !T

•

I

•
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E. The American Counci I on Pharmaceuti ca l Educati on , t he na t l net acer di ting agency for colleges of pharmacy, has dec id ed t ha only t ho
col teges of pharmacy that requir e a five-y ea r prog ram wit I b con id rd
for accreditation after Apri I I, 1960 •
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·· May 25 , I95 9
TO:

Members of the University Faculty

FROM:

Committee on Space Rental in Union Bui I ding and Faculty Club

SUBJECT:

Arrangements for Faculty Space in the new Studant Union
Building and Organization of Faculty Club

Earlier Faculty Hopes and Reactions
For more than ten years, the faculty has hoped for the estab1 ishme nt of a Faculty Club provided with adequate quart 0rs. At various
times, special committees under the chairmanship of F. M. Kerche vi Ile
and Ralph Edgel have devoted much time and thought to the probl ems involved. War, inflation, and other practical difficulties have frustrated all these earlier efforts, but with the approaching completion of
the new Student Union Building, it seems that the faculty's longstanding wish may now at last be realized.
Among the earlier studies, al I of which have bee n revi ewed
by the present committee, was a questionnaire designed to elicit
faculty opinions. Seventy-two per cent of those re sponding stated
that they wanted clubrooms for faculty use in the new Student Union
Bui I ding; 20 per cent voted against the proposal, the remaining votes
being scattered between 11 no answer" and 11 no preference." On th.:: same
questionnaire, I 13 members of the faculty indicated a willingness to
pay annual dues in amounts ranging from $12 to $24. Forty-two per
cent were wi I Jing to pay the higher of these figures.
More significant, perhaps, was the action taken by the
faculty at a special meeting on May 23, 1950, when it was voted that
the committee 11 proceed with arrangements for a wing of the:: new student
union bui I ding for faculty club quarters." In proposing the motion on
behalf of the committee, Professor Edgel explained that its adoption
did not commit either the faculty or the administration to any definite
scale of dues or specific allocation of space. It was estimated, however, that some 5,000 square feet might be made available. During
discussion of the motion, President Popejoy stated that a contribution
by the University, supplementing annual dues, seemed to him a "legitimate type of University expenditure," and that he would be glad to
recommend such a contribution to the Regents if the proposal had substantial faculty support. The motion was passed by a large majority.
A committee appointed by President Popejoy (Ancona - chairman, Clauve,
Ford, Kercheville, Norris and Mrs. Dudley ~Jynn) met with the architect
for the new bui Jding, with the student and faculty bui I ding committee,
and made a definite decision concerning the location and space for the
faculty lounge.
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Arr ang~m~nts f or Facul ty R~nt al of Space in Union Bui !ding
. .
The action take n nine ye ars ago by the faculty may not be
b1nd1 ng upon t he pre s e nt faculty. But it is ce rtainly pe rsuasiv~.
Mo reove r , it was on the basis of this action that space for faculty
quarte rs was include d in plans for the new Student Union Building,
now unde r construction after many unavoidabl e delays. It is expecte d t hat the fac u lty rooms will be available by the end of Septembe r
or pe rha ps soone r.
The space res erved for this purpose is 2,142 square f ee t, or
slight l y le ss than one and one-half pe r cent (I 1/2%) of the total
bui !ding a re a. It is conveniently locate d in the southe ast corne r of
the fi rst f l oor, wi th a nearby entrance on the south side of the
bui I d i ng, and is se parate from the areas to be used by the students.
It include s two re strooms, a coffee bar, and a large loung e . One of
two adj ace nt dining rooms, not counted as part of the space re serve d,
would also be avai I able for exclusive faculty use if the club wished
and the demand we re suffici e nt.
The lounge would be avai I able for conversation, re laxation,
and re ading, with coffee service in the morning and afte rnoon. Various
arrangeme nts for luncheon se rvice are possible, depending on demand and
the pre f e re nce s of faculty members. Evening meetings sponsored by
faculty groups could be held in the same quarters, while dances and
othe r e nte rtainments requiring larger space could be held in other
parts of the union building. In the committee's opinion, the quartz rs
wi JI be comfortabl e , pl e asant, and entirely adequate to the needs of
an active faculty club if such an organization as sugge sted below is
forme d.
Professor Sherman Smith has estimated annual re ntal, suffi ci e nt to amortize the faculty's proportionate share in total cost of
construction and maintenance , at approximately $4,000 to $4,800. The
Pre side nt has rece ntly assured the committee that a substantial part
of the re ntal, perhaps as much as half, could be borne from University
funds.
The committee believes that space faciliti e s in the union
building should be ope n without restriction or exception to all membe rs
of the faculty whethe r engaged in teaching, research, or administration, and including emeritus members, temporary and part- time .staff as
we ll as graduate , rese arch and teaching assistants. The committee
furth e r be lieves that the faculty's share of the cost should be born~
on l y by voting members of the faculty, and dues should be graduated
according to rank.

'
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An earlier committee proposed a scale of dues in the ratio
of two for full professors, I 2/3 for associate professors, I 1/3 for
assistant professors, and I for instructors. The present committee
prefers a ratio of 3 for full professors to I for instructors. With
the present structure of the faculty, and assuming twenty-five pe r
~e nt ?f the faculty in each rank, annual dues of $15, $12, $8 and $5,
~f paid by ful I-time voting members, will produce a total of approximately $2,500 a year. President Popejoy agrees with the committee
that a faculty contribution of this order would be fair and sufficient,
the remainder of the annual rental being paid by the Unive rsity. The
committee recommends that dues be collected by automatic deduction
from salaries from those who voluntarily agree.
The committee is of the opinion that the dues at each rank
should be rev i ewed at the end of two years by a faculty committee and
the Presiden t of the University with the understanding that total
faculty contributions to rental for space in the union bui !ding should
continue at the rate of approximately $2,500 a year unti I the bui Iding
is fully paid for.

.:

Faculty Club Organization
For the Faculty Club itself, as distinguished from the
quarters and facilities described above, the committee feels that a
rather simple voluntary organization would best serve the inte rests
of th~ members. Its main function would be to arrange a cultural and
recreational program, to be financed by additional dues de termined by
the membership and executive committee from year to year. The dues
would not be large and would be paid only by those wishing to join
the club. An interesting and varied program could undoubtedly be
financed by dues of not more than five dollars a year.
Recommendations
The committee recommends the following action.
I. That this report be circulated to the faculty.
2. That, in order to proceed without interruption in fthed'
arrangements for faculty space in the union bui !ding, a system o
ues
adjusted to faculty rank be established by the voting faculty . .
3. That the faculty consider and act upon the formation of
a Faculty Club organization as outlined in this report.
.
4. That the faculty be requested to select a new committee
to

a.

Organize a separate Faculty Club Committee, or in the

alternative,
b. Assume all of the functions of the present committee

)

Page 4
and in addition take re sponsibility for organizing a
Faculty Club.
S. That after faculty action on this re port and the
recomrnt;ndations contained in it, the Pre sident be requ~sted to
discharge the present ad hoc committee.
In order to accomplish the above purposes the committee
wi I I present several motions at the faculty meeting on June 8,
which motions wi JI be bas e d on the above recommendations.
Members of the committee:
E. L. Cata Ii ne
Robe rt Clark
Le na Clauve
W. F. J. DeJongh
Ralph Edgel
A. D. Ford
F. M. Ke rchevi lie
Eleanor M. King
Paul V. Petty
Don P. Schlegel
Hoyt Trowbridge

...................
Nina Ancona
CHAIRMAN

NA/mdc

March 1 7, 1959

To:

Faculty of the College of Engineering

From:

Service Course and Education Committee

Subject:

1.

Doctor of Science Program in Engineering

Need for Expanded Doctor of Science Program

Our newspapers, magazines, television, and other news media are constantly
reporting the unprecedented acceleration of this country's tec:~~ogy by the
startling scientific advancee during the past decade. The pro ent position
which science and engineering currently occupy promises continued expansion,
with consequent increased demand for personnel with advanced engineering
training. This need has already ma.de itself felt, and the educational requirements are becoming more rigorous with time. This situation is not a temporary
one; the nation's educational institutions must inaugurate long-range plans for
the advanced training of tomorrow's engineering leaders. This necessarily
includes not only the training of engineers themselves, but fully as important,
the development of adequate faculty to instruct the increased numbers of
graduate students now beginning to reach the nation's engineering colleges.
Recently published information by the American Society for Engineering
Education shows that the University of New Mexico has more engineering graduate
students than either the University of Texas, University of Oklahoma., University
of Arizona, University of Utah, Oklahoma. State University, or Texas A&M, all
of which have established doctoral programs in engineering. At the present
time doctoral work in the College of Engineering at the University of New
Mexico is offered only by the Department of Electrical Engineering. However,
the need is urgent to broaden the base of the present program and to establish
advanced training in other engineering fields. Graduate students at both the
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory and Sandia Base have completed their masters'
degrees with the University of New Mexico and have voiced a desire to
continue at the doctoral level in engineering areas other than purely electrical.
Modern tecbnol.ogy has burst through the boundaries of the traditional engineering disciplines. Advanced engineering training, particularly at the doctoral
level, requires study in several engineering and scientific areas. One field
compl.ements the other, and a reasonably wide range of engineering instruction
must be made available for a truly effective doctoral program. This proposal,
if approved, will establish such a progralll•
2.

Faculty

The present graduate staff of the College
following full.-time professors:

Of Engineerl.·ng includes ~he
,

P. E. Bocquet, Ph.D., University of Michigan
T. T. Castonguay, Ph.D., Iowa State College
R.H. Cl.ough, sc.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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R.
J.
A.
M.
A.

R.

C.
W.

R.
F.
A.
J.
M.
A.
R.
V.

J.
R.

D.
W.
E.

C. Dove, Ph . D. , I owa State College
E. Ellis , M. S. , Geor gi a Institute of Technology
Erteza, Ph . D., Carnegie Instit ute of Technology
E. Farris, M. S., University of Texas
D. Ford, M. S., Montana State College
J . Foss, B.s . , South Dakota School of Mines and Technology
T. Grace, M. S., Univer sity of Illinois
W. Granneman , Ph .D. , University of Texas
G. Huzarski, M.S., Texas Technological College
D. Ju, Ph . D., University of Illinois
H. Koscbmaoo, Ph .D., Purdue University
E. Martinez , M. s ., I owa State College
C. May , M. S., Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College
W. Melloh, Ph . D., University of Minnesota
K. Moore, Ph .D. , Cornell University
J . Skoglund, D. Eng ., Yale University
J . Stoever, Ph . D., University of Illinois
W. Tapy, M. S. , Universit y of Michigan
C. Thorn , Ph . D., Uni versity of Texas
C. Wagner , M. S., I owa State College
M. Zwoyer , Ph . D., University of Illinois

Many of the graduat e courses in the College of Engineering are now being
taught by part- time l ecturers at Holloman Air Force Base, Sandia Base , and
the Los Alamos Scientifi c Laboratory. This off-campus staff includes the
following:
B.
A.
J.
G.
F.
C.
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L.
M.
R.
E.
R.
W.

Basore, Sc. D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Busey, Ph . D., Tulane University
Foote , Ph .D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Hanson, Ph. D., University of Michigan
Tesche, Ph . D., University of California at Los Angeles
Zabel , Ph . D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Description of the Degree

The College of Engineering proposes the establishment of the i.: . egree of
Doctor of Science i n the field of engineering. This is to be a college-wide
program off'er1.ng work in concentrations rather than along strictly departm.enta.1 lines. For example, a nuclear engineering concentration might well
i nclude work in every engineering department. Such a program will make it
possibl e for the College of Engineering to offer a substantialJ.y broadened
Program of doctoral. work and will enable the collective talents of its faculty
and i t s laboratory and research facilities to be used to the maximum extent.
It is proposed that the already established doctoral degree in the Department
of Elect rical Engineering be incorporated into this program. The intent of
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the Doctor of Science program is to afford the opportunity for considerable
latitude in the composition and sequence of the student's training. The
proposed functioning of the program is presented in the subsequent sections
of this report which represents the results of studies of local requirements
and comparable programs now offered by many leading engineering colleges
throughout this country.

4.

Admission

A prospective candidate for this degree must have an acceptable bachelor's
degree in some field of engineering, the physical sciences, or mathematics.
He must also meet the standards of admission of the Graduate School and present
satisfactory evidence of ability and adequate preliminary training in his
proposed field of concentration.

5.

Degree Requirements

a. The amount of graduate course work shall be a minimum of 24 semester
hours beyond the master's degree or a minimum of 48 semester hours beyond
the bachelor's degree. This requirement is exclusive of dissertation or master's
thesis. At least 18 semester hours, exclusive of thee,jj research, must be taken
in courses open to graduate students only. Course work for the master's degree
may be applied to these minimum requirements, provided that it is logically
related to the doctoral program. The total program of course work for this
degree shall include at least 24 semester hours completed in residence at the
University of New Mexico. Subject to the regulations of the Graduate School,
the remainder of the work may be -transferred from other institutions of
approved standing. It is anticipated that most students will find it necessary
to complete more than the prescribed minimum number of hours.
(1) At least 32 of the semester hours prescribed above shall
be chosen from a recognized area of prqfessional engineering, as,
for example, aeronautics or nuclear power. Professional areas
will. not necessarily be restricted to the offerings of a single
engineering department. The course of study shall combine reasonable
concentration and reasonable breadth, being designed to foster a
fundamental knowledge of the field of concentrati.cJland its relation
to allied subjects.
(2) A minor from outside the College of Engineering shall be
chosen to support the area of concentration. It shall consist of a
minimum of 12 to 16 semester hours which, normally, shall be chosen
from a single department. However, a combina.tion of courses from
more than one department may be selected if, in the opinion of the
Committee on Studies and of the Dean of the Graduate School, such
a combination is deemed necessary to best serve the student's needs ..
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b. At least two successive regular semesters following completion of the
master's degree or equivalent shall be spent in full-time academic pursuits
on campus.
c. Normally, a reading knowledge of two languages will be required of
the candidate for the degree. These languages are to be of significance in
the candidate's field of major interest. It is expected that the languages
will normally be chosen from German, Russian, and French, although others may
be elected upon proper justification. The language requirement may be waived
in special cases upon joint approv:l of the candidate's Committee on Studies
and the Dean of the Graduate School.
d. Successful performance on the oral and written comprehensive
examinations prior to advancement to candidacy.
e. A dissertation approved by the candidate's Dissertation Committee
and by the Dean of the Graduate School. The dissertation shall present the
results of independent investigation of an original problem of suitable
proportions and should provide the basis for a publishable contribution to
the literature of the field of concentration.
f. Successful performance on the final oral examination dealing primarily
with the dissertation and its relation to the candidate's field c,f concentration.
g. As a general rule, all work for the degree of Doctor of Science,
including the final examination, must be completed within ten years af'ter the
student has begun graduate work.

6. Administration of the Program
a. Engineering Doctoral Committee. The selection and evaluation of
students ·for the program shall be conduc.:ted by the Engineering Doctoral
Committee, subject to approval of the Dean of the Graduate School. In addition,
this Committee shall be responsible for administering other regulations
concerning this program and shall exercise · general direction and control of
the program.
This Committee shall be composed of the Dean of the College of Engineering
and five additional members appointed by him in consultation with the Dean
of the Graduate School. The distrib"wt;ion of COI!lillittee membership shall be:
Dean of the College of Engineering
Representatives from each engineering
department and division
Representative from the Department of
Ma.thematics or one of the physical
science departments

1

4
1

b
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The members of this Committee shall. be appointed to serve terms of three years
arranged on a staggered basis. The Committee shall select a chairman from
its membership. The Dean of the Collegeof Engineering shall be a permanent
member of the Committee but is not eligible to serve as chairman.
b. Committee on Studies. Immediately after a student has been admitted
to the program, a committee of at least four persons 6hall. be appointed and
designated as his Committee on Studies. This Committee shall include three
members from the College of Engineering and one from the minor department. The
chairman of this Committee shall be selected from the engineering department
most closely related to the student's field of concentration. Members of this
Committee sbal.l be recommended by the Engineering Doctoral Committee and
approved by the Dean of the Graduate School. The functions of the Committee
are as follows:
meet with the student at necessary intervals.
(1) To
To
plan with the student, approve, and direct an integrated
(2)

program, including work in the supporting fields, which is to be
listed on the blanks for application for advancement to candidacy.
To constitute the core of the comprehensive examination committee,
(3)
and to provide members for the dissertation committee.
To recommend that the student shall or shall not be advanced to
(4)
candidacy.
pass on the suitability of the dissertation topic.
(5) To
To conduct the final oral examination of the candidate, in company
(6) with such other persons as the Dean of the Graduate School may

designate.
c. Dissertation Committee. Immediately after the student's dissertation
topic has been agreed upon by his committee on Studies, a Dissertation
Committee aha.11 be appointed. The Dissertation Committee shall be recommended
by the Engineering Doctoral Committee and be approved by the Dean of the
Graduate School. This Cammi ttee, to consist of three members, shall guide
the candidate in his research and shall pass on the merits of his dissertation.

7 • Laboratory Facilities
The basic research and laboratory facilities of the College of Engineering
are adequate in certain engineering science fields such as fluids and
mechanics of sol.ids, although they must be augmented to a considerable degree
by auxiliary and supporting apparatus. This is based on the premise that
all. available facilities in the College of Engineering are to be pooled under
the program. As the program e¥;Pallds, laboratory and research facilities
must be extended and 1mproved in other areas. Of considerable assistance
will be the research equipment which is steadily being provided to the College
by its programs of sponsored research. In the area of nuclear engineering,
substantial equipment and laboratory space must be provided. It is hoped
that a grant frcm the Atcmic Energy commission will partially satisfy these
ad.ditional requirements.
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A valuable supplement to on-campus facilities are the laboratories at
Los AlamOs, Holloman Air Force Base, and Sandia Base. Officials at the
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory have indicated a willingness to allow
certain candidates to pursue their research in the Los Alamos laboratories.
This commitment is not binding on the pa.rt of the Laboratory, but there is
every reason to believe that this privilege will be available to a reasonable
number of interested candidates. A similar arrangement uight also be possible
at both Holloman Air Force Base and Sandia Base.

8.

Staff

The present graduate staff of the College of Engineering is capable of
launchj.ng the program.

9. Library Facilities
The University Library is reasonably well equipped in the major
engineering fields, and its holdings in the most important .American scientific
and engineering journals are generally adequate. However, the ::.i brary is
lacking most of the necessary foreign langUage publications in almost all
fields. Since advanced engineering research makes little use of textbooks
but relies principally upon technical periodicals, bulletina., journals,
papers, reports, and other such literature, strengthening of our holdings is
highly important. A minimum improvement in this regard would be doubling
the present library allocation to the College of Engineering. It is fortunate
that the libraries at Sandia Base and Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory have
many publications which the University does not have. Arrangements have been
made for convenient inter-library loans when it is necessary that these
periodicals be consulted.

?JO
June 8, 1959
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
RECOMMENDED REVISI-ON OF GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
(The following material would replace entire section GRADUATION
REQUIREMENTS, present catalog, pp. 105-108.)
~and dates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of
Science are required to complete a total of 124 semester hours in academic suoj ec s, and 4 semes ter hours in physical education, Nith a
scholarship in ex of 1 . 0 on all work attempted in academic subj ects.
In the £irst two years , whether the stu j ent is technically enrolled in the College of Arts and Sciences or not, he is expected to
a~quire certain basic essentials and to explore several different
fields to determine where his interests lie. In the last two years
the student devotes himself to the completion of his group requirements, to his major and minor, and to the permitted electives that he
m~y wish to take. The student~ solely responsible for completing
~:l requirements for graduation.
Specific graduation requirements are as follows:
1. Completion of 124 semester hours in academic sub~, ects and 4
semester hours in physical education.

2. Grade points equal to the total number of hours of college
level work which the student has ever attempted. This is exclusive of
hours in non-theoretical physical education and ensemble music.
3. Completion of at least 40 hours in courses numbered above
100, with at least a 1.0 average in all such hours attempte,:i.
4. Completion of the English Proficiency Examina~ion wi~h ~
satisfactory score. (Normally, this is a requirement Lor admission.)
5. Completion of at least 1 major and 1 mino 7, or 2 m~Jors; or
fulfillment of all requirements in one of the co~b~neJ.curricula of
the College of Arts and Sciences definitely specified 1n the catalog.
V

•

7.

Completion of the Graduate Record Examination.
Completion of the Group Requirements described below.

Qroup Reguirements

The purpose of the following group requirements is to i~su 7e ~hat
the student will explore various fields of knowledge before oeginning
to concentra~e too heavily in a field of his choice. The gro~p requirements also aim to give a certain guarantee of the breadth of the

21
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studen ~' s k~ow~edge regardless of the specialty he may wish to choose
in ~~kin? his oegre~. :he student should arrange his program so that
he will oe abl~ to £ulfill these group requirements as early in his
career as possible. He has not earned the right to concentrate in his
spec~alty until he has made a reasonable effort to fulfill the group
requirements. The following rule, therefore, is extremely important:
A student may .!l2! take any courses numbered 100 .2£ above ( l uniorsenior courses) until he has completed 30 hours in the fiy~ groups ~
unless he is also concurrently enrolled in .Q.££ course J:g ~ majority of
the groups in which he still has deficiencies. (If there are deficiencies in 4 or 5 groups , at least 1 course in each of 3 of those groups
must be taken; deficiencies in 2 or 3 groups, at least 1 course in
each of 2 of those groups; deficiency in 1 group, 1 course in that
group.) Exceptions to this rule can be made only with the written
permission of the Dean of the College.
The acceptab i lity of transferred work toward fulfilling group requirements lies in the judgment of the Director of Admissions and the
Dean of the College.
No course may be counted toward the satisfaction of requirements
in more than one group, but a course may be counted toward the fulfillment of both a group requirement and a major or mlnor requirement.
Courses in General Studies, taken in the Honors Program, may, with
the approval of the Dean, be counted toward the satisfaction of requirements in similar areas in Groups III , IV, and V.
The requirements in the groups are as follows:
I. ENGLISH. Six semester hours must be earned in English 1, 2
(unless English 1 has been waived), and 3 additional credit hours must
be earned in a course in literature numbered above SO. Failure to
pass the English proficiency test at first tri~l will res ,lt in~the.
student's being required to report to the English Work~ho~ for ~~~11.sh
remedial help. (English 1 and 2 should be completed within the ~irst
two semesters of enrollment in the University.)
II. FOREIGN LANGUAGE. The student is required to ta1'e as many
semesters of one foreign language as he needs to complete the intermediate courses (51,52) in that language. For the.stude~t w~o chooses
a language which he has not previously studied, this ord1.nar1.ly means
a minimum of 4 semesters, as well as a minimum of 12 semester hours.
Students who have studied a language in high school, or those who
believe they have some proficiency in a language, may determine the

• 1
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level at which they should begin language sLudy uy consulcin 5 t he
Chairman of the Department of Modern Languages.
,

i •'

To receive credit hours towarl graduation for J emons~rated competence in a foreign language, without actually taking courses i n the
~;)guage, a student must take advanced standing e:,.aminations. (See p .

. ~ ,: ' .

III.

" '

:

.. :

HUYiANITIES. Nine semester hours (not more than Q from any
one area) must Le completed in courses in the following areas: a)
History, b) Literature (either English or foreign), c) Philosophy , J)
Art History or Mu sic History or Speech (to the extent of 3 semeste c
hours.)

IV.

SOCIAL SCIENCE.

Nine semester hours (not more than J from
any one area) must be completed in courses in the following areas: a)
Anthropology, b) Economics, c) Geography, d) Government, e) Soc i al
Science 1, 2, f) Sociology.
HATHEVu\TICS AND NATU t~L SCIENCE. Fourteen semester hours
(not more than 0 from any one area, and including 2 semesters in
courses that require laboratory work) must be completed in courses in
the following areas: a) Astronomy, b) Biology, c) Chemistry, )
Geology, e) Mathematics, f) Physics, g) Psychology.
V.

Maior and Minor Studies

At the beginni ng 0£ his junior year a student shall select and
declare (1) a ma j or and a minor subj ect or (2) t -:.-10 maj or subj ects, or
(3) one of the special curricula of the College, and his program of
studies thereafter shall meet with the approval of the chairman 0£ his
ma:;or department or the supervisor of the special curriculum.
Only work of at least C quality is accepteJ towar.; the ~ :, or and
the minor; in the case of a special curriculum, all wor w~th:n the
~eneral area of the specialization must be of at ~east_C qu~li ·y.
~ourses in ,,hich grades of D are earned in the University or Ne'
Me~ico may be accepted as electives and in fulfillment of group re-

quirements.
For the Bachelor oi Science degree in the College of A~ts and
Sciences in c.epartments requiring a major and a minor, the _~epa7?"ent
may specify in lieu of a single minor in one depart~ent a , . striuute
minor in courses in related departments, The distributed m..nor snall
consist of not less than 30 semester hours nor more than 3v s:m:s7e~
hours. auies relating to number of hours required in Upper Division
courses anJ to penalties for e;;cessive hours in freshman courses shall
~e set aside when in conflict with Jistributive minor requirements.
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Cert i.i:icat i on !£ Teach in lb.gh School
It is of ten possible for a student taking a jegree in the College
of Art s and Sciences to achieve certification as a secondary school
teacher i n New Me Aico on the same bas i s as students graduating from
the ~o l lege of E ucation and without going beyond the 12i:. semester
nours requ i re .1 by the College of Arts and Sciences for graduation. 1 ,J
Jo th i s however , requires careful planning of the program. In certain
major-mi nor comb i nations a student ~annot achieve the B.A. or B.S.
degree f rom che College of Arts and Sciences and also achieve teacher
cert if ica t i on wi thou t taking more than 12li. semester hours. The plan is
possible only when the maj or-minor combination (or double ma_i or) is in
subj ec t areas usually offered in high school (see pp. 142-43 for
approved areas) .
StuJ ents intending to follow this plan should consult the office
of the dean of the College of Arts and Sc i ences as early in their
college career as possible.
Elect i ves
A s t u i ent who has fulfilled all other requirements for graduation
may use electives to complete his total of 124- hours for graduation,
sub~ect t o the restrictions stated below.
A maximum of 2L} hours in any combinaLion, earned in courses offered in the Colleges of Business Administration, Engineering, Law ~
EJucation*, Fine Arts**, Nursing, and Pharmacy, or in Naval Science
and Air Sc i ence, is acceptable as electives in the College of Arts and
Sciences , with the following e .~c.eptions:
~ourses in typing or in office machines and filing in the
(1)
College of Business Administration.
(2) Ensemble music in e~{cess of L} hours.
(3) Shop ~ork in excess of 3 hours.
Courses in health, physical education, and recreation in
(4)
e xcess of 7 hours, the 7 permissible hours to be chosen
from courses 72, 103, 104L, 125, 1~7) 1J9, 171, 172, 174.
Courses in eiucational methods, supervision, and practice
(5)
teaching, e:Kcept 3 nours of high school methods and " hours
of high school practice teaching. (If the -~t~dc~t has taken
the full 21 hours in Education plus the aJct1t1onal ~ourses
required for certificati~n t? teach in a . New Me.dee high
school these 21 hours will De accepted in the College of
Arts a;d Sciences. See 'Certification, ' etc., immediately
above.)

*

f
Home E•"onomi' cs maJ·· or, ll'lhen a ma.dmum o.Z 34
•xcept in the case o· a
~
hours will be accepted.
J1hen a ma .. imum of 32 hours vlill
7'*E}tcept .i.n the case of an Art major,
E

be accepted.

Gene r a l .{ul:1..ngs
1 . Stu<len~s with less than ~unior stanjing may not carry more
than ., hours i n one J epart ment during one semester.
2.
ot more than 50 hours in courses open to freshmen may be
caken Yll.thou t a penalty of 1 hour for every 3 e",_ cessive hours.
E:.cep tions to t hese 1.""Ules may i;e made only 'uy the Dean.
Norma l ~r e s1man-S0phomore Programs
A s t dent wi shing ultimately to enter the College of Arts and
Sc i ence s shoul d take the following standari program while enrolled as
a freshma n i n the un i vers i ty College. Deviations from thLs program
should oe ma de only .-1i t h the permission of the University College aJvi sor.
SeconJ Semester
.,. . i r s t eme s er
4rEnglish 1 (Group I)
A l east 9 ours from
Groups II , III, IV, or V
Elec t i ve
Physical Ed cation

3

9-10
3
1

English 2
At least 9 hours from
Groups II , III, IV, or V
Elective
Physical Education

3

9-10
'"'

.)

1

If a student i ntends to take a degree in the College of Arts and
Sciences, his program as a sophomore (whatever college he is enrolled
in as a sopnomore) should be as .::ollows. Deviations should be made
only wi th he permission of the student's advisor.
Second Semester

First Semester

r

I

At least 12 hours from
Groups I , II, III, lV, or V
Elective
Phys i cal E uca~ion

At least 12 hours from
Groups I, 11, III, IV, or V
12-13
3
l

12-13

Elective
Physical Education

#If the student fails to pass the placement test, EngU.sh .-1orkshop 1.s
re uired.

3

l

')j
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Of fice of Admissions and Records
CANDIDATES FOR DIDREE5
June 10, 1959
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Bachelor of Arts
Name

Major

Minor

Zita Jadviga Abel

Geology

Biology

*Ll.oyd Edmond Addison
#Mary Lou 1shworth Anderson
#Richard C.n. urchill Angell
I/Harry Joseph Arth
** Sally Sue Ballenger
Michael Alexander Barkocy
*Judith c. Barnhisel
Charles Anthony Bar reras
DeVelva Bartlett
Clarence Robertson Bass
#Gus John Benakis
#Betty Lou Payne Bennett
Lawrence Bruce Benton
Jclll2s Meeks Bisbee
Harold Richmond Booth

Sociology
Psychology
English
Geology
English
Journalism
Speech
Inter-American Affairs
English; Social Work
Psychology
Economics
Sociology
English
Geology
History

English
Sociology;Greek
Philosophy
Economics
Psych()logy
Engl 5.ah
Eng2.iah

Helen Marie Brown
i!Oerald Philip Brummell
Edgar L. Buck
Davi d Ronald Burke
Garnett Robert Burks, Jr.
David Daniel Burnstein
*Joseph Uriel Campbell
Richard Curtis Chapple
#Edward Gene Gi sler
IJ.ewellyn John Cole
Elwood Junior Conn
Mary Lucile Cooper
Ray Eldon Cramer, Jr.
IJ.oyd Burrell Crald'ord
Stephen Fuller Crowley
Karen Juhn Davis
#Thomas Roger DeGregori
Patricia Louise Dickinson
Arunas Dirvianskis
Julia Margaret Dobson
#Terry Cudworth Drake
Nancy Jane Ellis
Medardo Esquivel

Home Economics
Geology
Geology
Philosophy
Government
Psychology
Sociology
English
Anthropology
English
Geology
Home Economics
History
Philosophy
English
Inter-American Affairs
Government;Philosphy
Inter-American Affairs
Geology
Anthropology
History
Psychology
Economics

English
Spanish
Engineering
Psychology;English
English
Sociology
Psychology
Sociology
History
History
Anthropology
Biology
English
English
Geology

##

I
(

##

**

##

With University Honors
With Distinction
*Finished requirements 19.58 ss.
#Finished requirenents Senester I, 1958-59.

Government
Business Admin.
Psychology
History
Naval Science
English

Naval Science
English
Naval Science
Economics
Government

~

>
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Candidates for Degrees
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES (continued)
Bachelor of Arts (continued)
rune
Donald M. Fedric
Peggy Fenn
#Frederick Howell Fornoff

##

+

Louise Helen Gehringer
Willis Arnold George, Jr.
*Bradner Willirun Gilmore
Blair Gilmour
Beth Lorraine Goodier
#Laurens Cary Hammack
Russell Lee Hankins
Robert Cecil Hanna
#Lottie-Beth Hedgcaxe
David Johns Hellwig
Yvonne Herring
William Joseph Hildebrand
Donald Ross House
Jacob ~a.llirun Hughes
#Jaroos Ray Hlll'lton
Jane Dunstan Hyslup
Susan Arma Johns
Chester Rankin Johnson, Jr.
Patricia Viola Jones
Joe Louis Kainz
Helen Kallimani

Paul Dan Kinslow
Carolyn Estelle Knutson
Carol Louise Kutnewsky
James Victor Lamb
Kermeth Ivan Langley, Jr.
Edward Fresquez Leyba

Dorothy Elizabeth Mann
John Thanas Martin
Alfred Charles Mastendino
Paul John Matteucci
*Patricia Ann Matthews
Robert Hugh McBride
Sheila Kathleen McCarthy
#Luther Scott McCarty
Lurae Tecklenburg McCollum

I

(

++

##
+

++

Diane A. Williams McEvilly
Kevin McKibbin
*John Julian Meeker

Major

Minor

Economics
English;Psychology
Inter..American Affairs
Mathematics; Naval
Spanish
Science
Anthropology
Psychology
Geology
Anthropology
Psychology
History
Psychology
English
English
Journalism
Geology
Anthropology
History
English
English
Speech
Sociology
English
Government
History
English
Journalism
Psychology
Sociology
Psychology
Sociology
English
Psychology
English
History
English
Anthropclogy
Government
History
Anthropology;Geology
English
Spanish
Geography
Geology
English
Psychology
Air
Science
Psychology
French
Spanish
F.iench
English
Government
Journalism
Air Science
Psychology
Inter-American Affairs
Philosophy
English
Geography
Geology
Sociology
English
Government
History
Psychology
History
Air
Science
Government
Spanish; English
History
English
English
Government
French

Geology
English

With Distinction

With Honors in Psychology
With Honors in French

*Finished requirements 1958 ss.
#Finished requirements Semester I, 1958-59.

English
Engineering
History
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Candidates for Degrees
COLLEnE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES (continued)
Bachelor of Arts (continued)
Name
#Margaret Evelyn Meeker
Jean Henderson Metcalf
Anne Garron Michael
Norman Edward Mugleston
William H. Mullane, Jr.
Frederic William Murray
Judith Ann Nixon
Leova Evangeline Ortega
George Arthur Ostermann

##

I
(

##
**

#Louis Lamar Parrish, Jr.
Clara Doolittle Parsons
Arthur 1•FiJ.son Perkins, Jr.
Roy Frederic Perkins
#Wayne Cl.ark Perry
Manson Meriwether Pickard
Walter Anthony Pickette
Luther Tillman Pitts, Jr.
ii-Cleta Fae Price
George Harald Radcliffe
Frank Collister Redmond
#Marvin Lewis Roswadowsky
#Warren Page Rucker
#Thomas Carroll Runnels
James Leslie Schornick
James Vincent Sciscenti
Stuart Rmdolph Scott
Rhoda Frances Sidney
Margot Simon
Janice Marie Smith
William Elmer Snead
Robert Calvin Stebbins
Ann Hume Taulbee
Phillip Scott Taulbee
Freddie w. Titsworth
David Wooster Todd, III
John Ralph Tripplehom
Philip G. Vargas
Henry Alan Vermillion
*Bharat Kantilal Wariavwalla
#Jack Doyle Williams
James Edwin Womack
Shirley Grant Wood
Lawrence Herbert Wooden
JeraldLeRoy Yost

Major

Minor

Psychology
Speech
Government
Sociology
Economics
Psychology
Psychology
Sociology
History
English
Inter-American Affairs
Sociology
Psychology
Inter-American Affairs
Psychology;
English
Naval Science
Goverrunent;Psychology
English
History
French
Mathematics
Chemistry
Inter-American Affairs
English
Journalism
Journalism
English
English
Philosophy
Philosophy; English
Journalism;Home Economics
Psychology
English
History
Spanish
Anthropology
English
History
English
Psychology
English
Chemistry
English
Anthropology
History
English
Psychology
French
Spanish
Geology
English
Inter-American Affairs
French
Government
English
Government
Spanish
English
Chemistry
Government
English;Government
Psychology
Anthropology
Biology
History
Anthropology
Inter-American Affairs
Biology
English
Engineering
Geology
English
Sociology
Speech
English
Inter....American Affairs
Air Science
Geology
English
Psychology

With Distinction
With University Honors
*-Finished requirements 1958 ss.
#Finished requirenents Semester I, 1958-59.
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Candidates for Degrees
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES (continued)
Bachelor of Science
Major

Minor

Wi l liam Sanford Austin, III
#Patricia Fax Barnett
#Bert Norman Brom
Dale Brown, Jr.
#James Peck Carver
Nancy Liane Cook
*Jerry Dan Copeland
David Ernest Cordoba
Lamar Bell Cravens
#John Walker Danfelser
Cur~"Ood INroan Davison
Philip Allen Deutchman
Edgar Gustav DeWilde, Jr.
#Charles Frank Dunlap, Jr.
Harold Ed.ward Eitzen
John Wilford Emerson
Hans Engel
#Richard Monroe Fallis
#Harold Carlson Farley, Jr.

Geology
Psychology
Geology
Biology
Geology
Geology
Geology
Biology
Geology
Geology
Biology
Mathematics; Physics
Geology
Biology
Chemistry
Geology
Geology
Biology
Geology

Engineering
Biology;Philosophy
Engineering
Chemistry
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Chemistry
Engineering
Engineering
Chemistry

Horst Wilhell!l Julius Foelsche
Thomas Hendrick Follingstad
itJ ohn Edmrd Gilbert
LeRoy Marcial Gomez
#Robert Gordon
April Echols Holladtzy"
Edward Rodman Hollister
#Ralph Leslie Holloway, Jr.

Physics
Biology
Biology
Biology
Mathematics
Mathematics
Chemistry
Geology

Name

##
##

##

Janice Lorraine Hopper
Lee
Stretton Houchins
+++
Jack Wickliff House
#John Alan Hunt
#Gayle Ainsworth Jones
William Denis Junge
Marie Lillian Kadlec

##
+++

***

#Betty Butler Kelley
Simon Hwan Kim
Jerome Kleinfeld
Ann Jane Krummes
#John Bryce Lane
#Gerald Rieter Luetkehans
#Leon Jame3 Luey
With Distinction
With Honors in English
With Honors in Chemistry

Mathematics
Mathematics
Geology
Chemistry
English; Biology
Geology
Biology
Psychology
Mathematics
Biology
Biology
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics

*Finished requirements 1958 ss.
#Finished requirements Semester I, 1958-59.

Mathematics
Chemistry
Biology
Biology
Engineering
Chemistry
Engineering;
Naval Science
Mathematics
Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry
Naval Science
Electrical Engr.
Naval Science
Engineering;
Anthropology
Chemistry
English
Engineering
Mathematics
Engineering
Sociology
Biology
Philosophy
Chemistry
English
Electrical Engr.
Physics
English

Page 5
Candidates for Degrees
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES (continued)
Bachelor of Science ( continued)
Name
Lois Holt Mallory
James Warren Melvin
Sydney Jodell Norman
Dimitrios Aristides Pappas
Lino Martinez Perez
Charles Heulan Phillips
Richard Raymond Raush
#Quentin Bax Rodgers
Julian P. Sanchez, Jr.
#Simon Orlando Santillanes
*Walter Frank Schuman
Alvin Carl Scrivner
Marjory Sedmina
IJ.oyd Eppe Sessions
#Maria Adelaida Sisneros
James Richard Stevenson
*William Ben Strickf'aden
Barbara Jean Scott Thompson
Donald Cleveland Turpen
#James Joseph Walker
Eugene Carl Walter
#Robert Edwin Wellck
Paul David White
Wayne Carl Wolf
#Jaroos David Wray

Major

Minor

Mathematics
Geology
Chemistry
Biology
Physics; Mathematics
Geology
Biology
Geology
Psychology;Sociology
Biology
Biology
Mathematics
Biology; Geology
Mathematics

Physics
Engineering;Spanish
Biology
Chemistry

Biology
Biology
Physics
Psychology
Geology
Mathematics
Geology
Mathematics
Physics
Mathematics;Government
Mathematics

Engineering
English
Engineering
Biology
English
Anthropology
Psychology
Business Admin.
Chemistry
Chemistry
Mathematics
Biology
Engineering
Physics
Engineering
Electrical Engr.
Mathematics
Naval Science

COI.J..EGE OF ENGINEERING
Bachelor of Science in Architectural Engineering
James Robert Nicks
Roy Eugene Short

Barbara Leilani Hull
John Herman Muller

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering

*Iunn Sayre Parker

Escolastico Aniseto Anglada
Shigeo Ban
Gary Don Bizzell
Philip Anthony Oyr
Ronald Crater Jones

Howard Douglas Simpson
David William Sydow
~<Charles Ray Thompson

With Honors in Mathematics

*Finished requirements 1958 ss.
#Finished requirements Semester I,

1958-59.

:..., '
Page 6
Candidates for Degrees
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING (continued)
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
Samuel N. Aiken
William Frederick Allbright
Jack Bermudez
James Oliver Boardman
Joseph Patrick Callahan

##
##

Lee Roy Lunsford
Jerry Richard Martin
Gary Parsons McCarthy
Harry Wayne Montgomery
John Russell Moore
Henr.y Carlton Morehead, Jr.
Joe Thomas Patterson
George Louis Poirier
#~lilliam James Robens, Jr.
Billy David Sandlin
John Hoffman Schaub
#David Tinker Smith
Russell Leroy Vesper

Ronald Eugene Cotten
Larry Gene Davis
Donald H. DesJardin
Robert Edward Fink, Jr.
James Raleigh Goad
Walter Grande
John Thompson Guiney
Billy Max Keltner

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

##

I

'

/>/,p
##

PP

PPP

#Thomas Alney Atherton
#Stan Kent Bazant
Richard Bechtel
Harlow Beene
Robert Theodore Brandt
Jack Elton Bresenham
#'Dwane w. Brewer
*William Keith Cooper
Robert Manuel Eanes
Hugh Charles Endres
John Gilmer Feezor
Roy Gilbert Fitzgerald
Edward Leo Fogleman
Edward Seymour Frost
Alfred Weston Grady
#Waltice Benjamin Ham, II
Harlan Ward Harris
William Edward Honey
Gerald Everett Horne
Robert Gilman Jenks
Frank Charles Lisle
James Simon MacKay
John Michael Malovich
Eugene s. Manganaro
With Distinction
With Honors in Civil Engineering
With Honors in Electrical Engineering

*Finished requirements 1958 ss.
#Finished requirements Semester I,

Donald Hudson McClung
John Pat O'Neill
John Walter Perry
#Ralph Jefferson Rainey, Jr.
Paul Robert Reynolds
Martin Eugene Robinson
Laurence Lee Rosier
Richard Layfette Rudd, Jr.
Robert Harold Schnurr
-l}John Clayton Scott
Carlton Lawrence Smith
James Elbert Snead, III

##

George Trowbridge Strong
John Francis Taylor
Robert Allen Taylor
John Franklin Tillery, Jr.
Patricia Elaine Tolmie
Clinton LaVerne Trafton
#John Paul Wakefield
Robert Edwin Wellck
James Francis \.bite
Paul Kristian Wormeli

()
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Candidates for Degrees
COLLIDE CF ENG !NEERING ( continued)
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

##

Milton Wayne Klassen
Bruce William Kubik
George Edwin Lowe, Jr.
#Donald Hudson McClung
## James Ray McCullough
Thomas Kessler McKinley
David Collins Milligan
Jerome Robert Mueller
Richard Louis Peterson
Joe Wendell Roberts
Joel Edward Rodgers
John ~alliam Schultz
James William Stapp
#James Donald Strode., Jr.
Robert Harold Thomas
Charles Alexander Vidal
John Paul Wakefield
John Philip Ward
Raleigh Eugene Young., Jr.

Jack Ramon Anthony
Claude Eugene Arnold
Paul Reynolds Arnold
James Walter Baxter
Jimmie Dale Boddy
Fred Cericola
Louis Cohen
James Orlen Coupland
William horace Dark
Milton Layfayette Dyer
*David Lee Emmert
James Lindsey Fewell., Jr.
Joseph Vincent Gillette
Earl Wayne Hester
Perry Jay Hollifield
Elmer Robert Holloway
Jan Donald Holt
Charles Leighton Hunt
Donald Gene Isbell

Bachelor of Architecture
Louis Leroy Weller

Gaylord Patrick Gates
Donald Martin Shaffer

COLLEGE OF EDU::ATION
Bachelor of Arts in Education
Major

Ele Madison Baker

Social Studies;
Anthropology
Spanish
Art Education
Social Studies
Social Studies
English; Latin
English
Speech; English
English
Speech
Art Education
English

#Silas Vialquin Barela
Violet Pape Bradshaw
'*1-lenry Bri .:.o
Robert Hamilton Bryant
Mary Virginia Burns
#Alice Ann Cleaveland
*Velma LaRae Dart
Elsie Fraley Demas
Jacqueline Larcombe Doyle
Norva Lue Earl
#Else Michele Isaacs Firschein

II#

-

Name

With Distinction
*Finished requirements 19S8 SS.
#Finished requirements Semester I., 19S8-S9.

Minor

Physical Educ.
History
Home Economics
Sociology
Psychology
History

Currie.
HS
HS
Art Ed
HS
HS
HS
HS
HS
HS
HS
Art Ed
HS

Page 8
Candidates for Degrees
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION (continued)
Bachelor of Arts in Education (continued)
Major

-Minor

#'Myrna Widdifield Floyd
*Anthony V. Galaz
#Peter Douglas Hendrickson
#Paul Joseph Hoffman
Mary A. Holmstead

Psychology
Social Studies
History
History
Music Education

French

*Elizabeth Ladean Kidd
Charlott.e Olga Kuper
*Betty Karlson Lane
*Keiko Tateoka Lendenmann
Teodoro Flores Martinez
Harriet Kofalk Mixer
Don LaRue Moore
*Patricia La'tlll.ess Morris
Dw.ight Andrew Myers
Robert Francis Osborne
#Henry Waldemar Pascual
Beverly Hughes Perkins
#Harold Leroy Piper
#Gail Olson Prock
#"Dean La.Vern Reeter
William DeVere Robertson
Patricia Morris Rubenstein
Harold A. Schlather, Jr.
Herman A. Schneider, Jr.
Rose Ann Smith Schultz
*Thomas Frazier Smith
#Barbara Barnard Sneddon
Olivia Kathleen Spannagel
~arles Edward Steadmon
Carolyn Lenore Carter Stober
*.Auda Louise Turner
?1Yrle Amanda VanAtta

Social Studies
History
English
Social Studies
Social Studies
English
Social Studies
English
Social Studies
Social Studies
Spanish
Spanish
Government
English
Social Studies
English
English
History
Social Studies
Speech
Social Studies
English
Social Studies
English
History
Speech
Art Education

Name

##

##

##

Robert Lee Vigil
Virgil Leen Heard Wadley
Nancy Lee Walter
~larence Lee Watson
*Donald Clint West

##

Art Education
Spanish
Art Education
English
Social Studies

~~th Distinction
*Finished requirements 1958 ss.
#Finished requirements Semester I, 1958-59.

Psychology
Government
English

Currie.
HS
HS
HS
HS
Mus Ed

HS
HS
HS
HS
HS
Biology
HS
Latin; Spanish
HS
Anthropology
HS
Speech
HS
Speech
HS
History
HS
English
HS
Biology
Mathernatics;Physics H S
HS
Psychology
HS
HS
History
Journalism;Sociology HS
HS
Government
HS
Biology
HS
Sociology;English
HS
HS
French
HS
Spanish
HS
History
HS
English
HS
English
English;
Art Ed
Social Studies
Art Ed
History;Spanish
H
S
English
Art Ed
HS
Naval Science
HS
Psychology

German
Psychology

Page 9
Candidates for Degrees
COLLEGE OF EDT.£ATI0N (continued)
Bachelor of Science in Education
Name

##

##

Major

Elementary Education
Leora Carol Alexander
Business Education
Rafael Carlos Barreras
Elementary
Education
Ida Jeanne Bennett
Home
Economics
Marilyn Keith Black
Elementary Education
*Lolly Cruz Blasi
Elementary Education
#Mary Rebecca Bonnefoy
Mathematics
#Doris Davis Bo-wen
Science~ \6,b\o~'{
Sheila Skinner Breech
Virgie Nell Gentry Brewer Elementary Educa ion
Business Education
Martha Lynell Burns
Elementary
Education
#Thomas Aloysius Burt, Jr.
Science
William Clifford Carlson
Business Education
#Judith F. Christopher
Biology
Beverly Spinelli Coan
Elementary
Education
#Patsy Ma:-ie Cox
Mathematics
John Michael Craig
Horne
Economics
Mildred Sanders Craltford
Elementary
Education
*Bertha Larson Dean
Home
Economics
#Lenore Jammer DeLuca
Business Education
Donna Rinn Denton
Science
#Richard Earl Duncan
Horne
Economics
Ann Easley
Elementary
Education
Norma K~ Eby
Elementary
Education
Anna Rita Flores
iflloberta Quintana Gallegos Business Education
Business Education
#Marvine Gallegos Garcia
Elementary
Education
B. Robert Gonzales
Maria Teresa Inez Gonzalez Elementary Education
Elementary Education
#Melchora Gonzalez

Minor
Spanish

Chemistry
Pt 1 e
English
English
English

Dorothy Hartson Grange
Horne Economics
Darlene Opal Gray
Horne Economics
Ellen June Greene
Elementary Education
Eleanor Louise Griffin
Horne Economics
Frances Kilian Harboe
Elementary Education
#Sylvia Patricia Harlow
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Beverly Ann Harris
#Inez Werner Hettick
Elementary Education
Arlene Rollie High
Elementary Education
#Barbara Kay Hill
Elementary Education
*5usan Jean Horne
Elementary Education
Mathematics
Sidney Chester Humble
·:t-Beverly Vander'Wigen Hurlbut Elementary Education
Marjorie Lee Johnson
Business Education
Linda Sue Jones
Elementary Education

##

With Distinction
*Finished requirenents 19S8 SS.
#Finished requirements Semester I, l9S8-S9.

Biology
Biology
Psychology

Dramatic Art
English

Currie.
El Ed
Secretarial
El Ed
HS
El Ed
El Ed
HS
HS
El Ed
Secretarial
El Ed
HS
Secretarial
HS
El Ed
HS
HS
El Ed
HS
Secretarial
HS
HS
El Ed
El Ed
Secretarial
Secretarial
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
HS

HS
El Ed
HS
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
-El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
HS
English;Psychology El Ed
-Secretarial
English
El Ed

Page 10
Candidates for Degrees
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION (continued)
Bachelor of Science in Education (continued)

-

Currie.
Minor
Major
El
Ed
Element~Education
Secretarial
!~~
Williams
Larld.n
Spanish
Business ucation
nn
cry Jumper
El Ed
## 1*Mary
Elementary
Education
Arm Kinsey
El Ed
Elementary Education
#Nazarita R• lewis
El
Ed
Elementary Education
Sammie Roberson Logan
HS
Mathematics;History Physics
Richard Stewart Longman
El Ed
Elementary Education
Cora Lucero
H
S
Anthropology
Biology
Donald Keith Martin
El
Ed
Elementary Education
Elna Jean May Mey-o
HS
Biology
11athema.tics
Anthony :1i McCullough
HS
Dietetics
Home Economics
Nancy
Rose
Meister
HS
##
Home Economics
Mary Charlotte Mills
Secretarial
English
Business Education
Judith Minces
Secretarial
Spanish
Business Education
Aileene Lolita Montano
HS
Home Economics
Fanny Montoya
Business
Admin.
Economics
Business Education
#Renia James Morris
El
Ed
Elementary Education
Alice June Nelson
HS
History; Spanish
Biology
it-Franklin D. Ohrtman
Business Ad.min.
Spanish
Business Education
El Ed
Helen Pino
Elementary Education
Sheilah Purcell
Secretarial
English
Business Education
Patricia Helen Quinn
Secretarial
English
Business Education
*Minnie Louise Randall
HS
Mathematics
Science
HS
#Clay Si.nrnons Sayers
Science
HS
Donald Wayne Schultz
Chemistry;Mathema.tics - El Ed
Nancy Jane Seibert
El Ed
*Peggy Lou Murphy Sherritt Elementary Education
Elementary Education
#Elizabeth Anne Slayter
English;
Mathematics
~ugh Gary Sloan
Physical Education HS
El Ed
Elementary
Education
El Ed
Linda Lorene Sumrall
Elementary
Education
HS
Glenda Christene Talley
English
Biology
El Ed
Charles Eugene Thompson
Elementary Education
El Ed
Laura Louise Tippin
Elementary Education
HS
Mari~ Lou Trussler
English
Mathematics
HS
*Paul Francis Turner
Chemistry;Physics
Mathematics
HS
Flavio Adenois Valencia
Home
Economics
El Ed
Rebecca Rivera Van Why
Elementary Education
El
Ed
Mary Teter Waller
Elementary Education
HS
Mary Ann Watkins
Home Economics
El Ed
#Sue
Hartman Winget
##
Elementary Education
HS
Helen Reynolds Wright
Physics
##
Mathematics
Reynaldo Ruc\Y Zamora
Name

--

##

With Distinction

*Finished requirements 1958 ss.
#Finished requirements Semester I, 1958-59.
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Candidates f(l[' Degrees
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION (continued)
Bachelor of Science in Health and Physical Education
Minor

Name

#Richard B. Alexander
Health & Physical Education Social Studies
#R. D. Bailey
Health & Physical Education
#Walter George Balleau, Jr.Health & Physical Education -David Ellsworth Barney Health & Physical Education
~ Robert Knight Barney
Health & Physical Education
I Robert Henry Bursey, Jr.Health & Physical Education
, Phillip Cain Carter
Health & Physical Education
! Lewis Dale Caton
Health & Physical Education Biology
*Lawrence Marion Chavez Health & Physical Education
*Ted Foster, Jr.
Health & Physical Education
I ~imon Joseph Gormley,Jr.Health & Physical Education
· Fletcher Daton Hill
Health & Physical Education
i #James Regis Hulsman
Health & Physical Education Social Studies
c #Witter Allen Kincaid
Health & Physical Education
James Henry Koch
Health & Physical Education
Joseph Manuel Landavazo Health & Physical Education
#Paul Billings McKee, Jr. Health & Physical Education -Carol ine Edith Melling Health & Physical Education - Andres Morales
Health & Physical Education Biology
Ruth Joan Ost ro~r
Health & Physical Education
Constance Paugh Taul
Health & Physical Education
I l John Henry Teel
Health & Physical Education
· James o~~n Brooks
Health & Physical Education
Health & Physical Education
·-Joseph Willie Gale

I

I

Currie.
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Arts Education
Leroy Doyel
Industrial Arts
Charles Smiley Gqlord
Industrial Arts
Industrial Arts
Paul Harold Granlund
*Homer Gus Hampton
Industrial Arts
Le onard Arthur Hitchcock,Jr. Industrial Arts
Industrial Arts
J ohn Riordan U3wiS ·
Robert Pacheco, Jr.
Industrial Arts
Industrial Arts
William A. Sinunons
Jack c. Stacy, Jr.
Industrial Arts
Wayne Harley Trump
Industrial Arts
COLIEGE OF FINE ARTS
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Art
*°larilou Gerding Bryce
Doris Lynne Dial
Sharon McAdams

~inished requirements 1958 ss.
#Finished requirements Semester I, 1958-59.

Ellen Louise Miller
James Sing Kwok Ning
#Louis William Pearson

Ind
Ind
Ind
Ind
Ind
Ind
Ind
Ind
Ind
Ind

Arts
Arts
Arts
Arts
Arts
Arts
Arts
Arts
Arts
Arts

Page 12
Candidates for Degrees
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS (continued)
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Art (continued)
Joseph Martin Stuart
/frank James Thibert
#Helen Mendenhall Todd

Eleanor Riordan
George Angus Ruoff
Eugene Anthony Smith
Sandra Camille Strong

Mary

Bachelor of Fine Arts in Drama tic Art
LeRoy M. McGuire
Rebecca Carlotta Valdez

Bruce Davis Hood
#Douglas Berry Koss

Bachelor of Fine Arts in Music

##

Cruz Millan Castillo
*Jack D. Foster
Joseph Wallace Grant
*Diane Holterman Ho-we
iffielen Voiers Leach

*Joan Orlebeke Perry
Elizabeth Ann Schnorr
## William Bennett Slocum

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
Bachelor of Science in Phannacy

Robert Cake
Bill Oayl Church
Ernest Wesley Dixon
William James Eichman
Bobby John Huffmyer
Joseph Charles Jacob

John Ward Lewis
Philip G1rard Poissant
#Stanley Horatio Rhea
Louella Isabel Romero
Nada Tangway

COLLIDE OF JiJSINESS AIMINISTRATION
Bachelor of Business Administration
Name
Gilbert Apodaca
*Norman A. Ball
Berkley Clark Beaver
Leo Bosron
#Delno Hanford Carman
#Richard Lloyd Chapman
Paul Eugene Clendenin
Homer LeRoy Crumley, Jr.

##

th Distinction
*Finished requirements 19S8 SS.
#Finished requirenents Semester I, 1958-59.

Concentration
Industrial Administration
General Business
Marketing
General Business

General Business
Industrial Administration
Marketing
Industrial Administration

Page 13
Candidates for Degrees
Bt.51NESS AllHNISTRATION ( continued)
af &siness Administration (continued)

Concentration
Accounting
General Business
Marketing
General Business
Ace o'\ll'lt ing
Marketing
General Business
Accounting

ss

I

Jr.

0

General Business
Accounting
Industrial Administration
General Business
Finance; Accounting
Industrial Administration
General Business
Industrial Administration
General Business
Industrial Administration
Industrial Administration
Accounting
Finance
General Business
General Business
Marketing
Accounting
General Business
General Business
General Business
Industrial Administration
Marketing
Industrial Administration
Industrial Administration
Industrial Administration
Accounting
Marketing
Finance
Industrial Administration
General Business
Acco'\ll'lting

I

ith Hon

s in Business Administration

inished r quir nts 19$8 ss.
#Finished require nts Semester I, 1958-$9.
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Candidates for Degrees
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION ( continued)
Bachelor of Business Administration (continued)

-

Concentration

Name

*James Erwin Thomson
Peter Gray Townsend
Julio Vincioni

General Business
General Business
General Business

Everett Pomeroy Watt, Jr.
#Richard P. Wespiser
Jack Kenneth Willia.~s
#John Edward Wimberg
Melvin Earl Young

Marketing
General Business
Finance
Accounting
Accounting
COLLEGE OF LAW
Bachelor of Laws
Jerome Dwight Matkins
#Lowell Eugene McKim
Elmer Thomas Nitzschke, Jr.
William Joseph Schnedar
#Loring Burr Smith
Frank J. Southerland
Julia Chapman Southerland
Morris Dale Stagner
Robert Boylan Stephenson
Michael Gary Sutin
Edgar Putnam Taylor
William James Upton
Boston Eugene Witt

Charles Edgar Barnhart
Garnett Robert Burks, Jr.
Wycliffe Vennard Butler
#Lewis Owen Campbell
#Benjamin Frederick Dick
Charles William Durrett
F. Harlan Flint Jr.
Paul David Gaet~ens
Harriet Ann Wilcox Hood
Samuel Webster Jones
William booker Ke~
Benjamin Leonard Levy
Joan King Linenthal
#Samuel H. Loeffler

COLLEGE OF NURSJNG
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Carmelita Allapowa
Lucy Ann Catallo
Katherine Leone Chase
DuAnn Duphorne
#Susan Knecht Eckersley
Muriel Abbe Gould

##
~h"i-

Filanena Louise Grey
Nancy Margaret Lalicker
Frances Duran McBride
** Margaret Mary Neill
Mary Ninfa Sanchez
Dorothy Odendahl Voss

##

With Distinction
With University Honors

~inished requirements 1958 SS.
#Finished requirements Semester I, 1958-59.

')2(...

~
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Candidates for Degrees
GRADUATE SCHOOL
Master of Arts
Name

Major

*Lloyd Lindabury Alpaugh, Jr.
it-Cecilia L. Alt\ll'l.a

English
Spanish

Mildred Marie Austin
Melba Johnson Babington
*V/illiam Norton Bai.rd
Jewel Antoine Baker
*Ruth Poplin Baker
itMarian Allen Barefoot
Albert Barela
#Bernice Mahan Baty
*8uzanne Marie Baty
Dorothy Skousen Black
*Elizabeth Fisher Bounds
Donald William Bozeman
*Michael Brady

Elementary Education
Secondary Education
Secondary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Guidance & Counseling

#'u:>vola ~est Burgess
it-Cleon Wade Capsas
Rudolpho Valentino Castillo
elly Eve Chiesa
Theodore Leo Christiansen
~tuart Oliver Coffman
Adella Shaw Cooper
-*Reta Phillips Douglass
-*Russell Marion Ervin
*Bernard Anthony Faller, Jr.
Jack Dean Ferguson
Joseph Martin Ferguson, Jr.
it-Colleen Rose Fidel
Roger Deane Figge
#Philip Louis Friedman
itEster Gallegos y Chavez
Charles Frederick Gieswein
Evelyn Joan Gilchrist
*5adie Christella Gonzales
*Jack Harry Gore
William Gerard Grady, Jr.
Joseph Michael Griego
Donald Kenneth Gucker
#Francina Kercheville Hail
*Patricia Ann Hart
*Frederick Philip Hayes
Bob G. Henning
#Margherita Mueck Henning
*Louise Wilson Hensley
Verena Souto Hernandez
#Beverly Thompson Hill
*Joseph Gerard Hill
*Finished requirements 1958 ss.
#Finished requirements Semester I, 1958-59.

Art

Guidance &
Guidance &
Art
Guidance &
English
Elementary

Counseling
Counseling
Counseling
Education

Guidance & Counseling
Inter-American Affairs
Educational Administration
Government
Guidance & Counseling
History
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Educational Administration
Educational Administration
Speech
English
Educational Administration
Secondary Education
English
Spanish

Guidance & Counseling
Guidance & Counseling
Guidance & Counseling
Economics
Economics
Educational Administration
Psychology
History
Elementary Education
English
Physical Education
Guidance & Counseling
Elementary Education
Spanish

Elementary Education
Psychology
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Candidates for Degrees
GRADUATE SCHOOL (continued)
Master of Arts (continued)
Name
Thomas Sinclair Hogg
Edna Wells Hubbart
*David J ~ Juarez
Arthur Michael Stephen Kompass
*Merle Korte
~ Winnifred Lahann
Edward Joseph Lahart
*Elsie Ba.r~us Lancaster
Beatrix w. Law
*Erva Cameron Levine
Norbert Claude Lopez
*Nelson Wayne Lowery
Richard DeForest Lunt
*5igfredo Maestas
*Maria Esther Malo Nochetto
*5heldon Lee McGuire
Donald Fred Mead
Jimmy LeRoy Mealy
*Joe Floyd Middleton
Ethe1 Mary Moore
William Charles Moxley
*Margaret Roundy Myers
~~elise Bailey Nanninga
Lessing Harold Nohl, Jr.
*Morton Kaye Ohlson
Mable Alpine Orndorff
#Neal T. Putman
Mary Hicks Raymond
Bobby Jack Reeves
#James Garner Rodgers
Luther William Rook
Ronald Alvin Ruble
Toby L. Salas
Richard Bonner Scott
Lillian Marie Abousleman Sotel
#Tom Hamilton Towers
Anna Loving ID.rich
*Joseph Louis Villa
Eleanor Slaten Wald
Gerean Watkins Walker
~arol Westerman
Gerald Westreich
i!Grace MacDonald White
*Edith Newton-Randolph Williams

*Finished requirements 1958 SS.
#Finished requirements Semester I, 1958-5~.

Major
Educational Administration
Guidance & Counseling
Educational Administration
English
Educational Administration
Elementary Education
Government
Elementary Education
Guidance & Counseling
Secondary Education
Educational Administration
Secondary Education
History
Educational Administration
Secondary Education
Elementary Education
Guidance & Counseling
Secondary Education
History
Elementary Education
History
Secondary Education
Guidance & Counseling
History
Economics
Elementary Education

Art

Guidance

Art

&

Counseling

Educational Administration
Guidance & Co\ll'lseling
Guidance & Counseling
Educational Administration
Sociology
Educational Acministration
English
Guidance & Counseling
Educational Administration
Elementary Education
Guidance & Counseling
Elementary Education
Educational Administration
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
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Candidates for Degrees
GRADUATE SCHOOL {continued)
Master of Science
Name

'•

t"

• j,

A. Edward Ahr
Saiyed Qaim Ali
#Charles Albert Bankston, Jr.
James Roy Barcus
Margaret Halley Bender
Patrick Joseph Blewett
Robert Braslau
John Joseph Bruns
John Lawrence Butler
David Niels Cargo
Thomas Larry Carten
David Julian Chavez, Jr.
Ellie Marie Churidis
#John McGrad:y Collier
James Lee Cramer
Richard Lane Cubitt
Lloyd Wayne Davis
James Justin Deurmyer
Kenneth Roland Earp
Betty Jean Farrell
Joseph J. Finney
*Carl Olen Gentry
John Leroy Gordon
Francisco Antonio Guevara
Bill Jack Harper
Arthur Horne Harris
#Henry G. Hermes, Jr.
Wiley To Holmes
Randolph Errett Holt
Frank Carl Homme
*James Robert Hume
Robert Earl Iden
Floyd Harold Jean
Arnold Adam Kaluza
Darrell Conley Kent
Ernest Joseph Lang
Carl Douglas Longerot
Chester William Lonnquist
#John Lynn Lundgren
#Alvin Reed Lyle
William Anthony Manning
Ralph Leslie Marston
John Benhard Mattson, Jr.
John Sidney Mohlhenrich
#Paul Douglas o•Brien
Ronald Dee Perkins
#Francisco Demetria Sanchez, Jr.
Christian Frederick Schroeder, Jr.
*William Shober Seese
*Finished requirements 1958 ss.
#Finished requirements Semester I, 1958-59.

Major
Psychology
Civil Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Physics
Physical Education
Physics
Physics
Geology
Biology
Geology
Geology:
Civil Engineering
Physical Education
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Physics
Electrical Engineering
Geology
Psychology
Physical Education
Geology
Physical Education
Mathematics
Mechanical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Biology
Mathematics
Mechanical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Geology
Mechanical Engineering
Biology
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Physics
Mechanical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Physics
Mechanical. Engineering
Biology
Mechanical Engineering
Geology
Physical Education
Physics
Chemistry
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Candidates for Degrees
GRADUATE SCHOOL ( continued)
Master of Science (continued)
Major

Name

Electrical Engineering
Physics
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Physical Education
Physical Education
Electrical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Mechanical Engineering

#Donald Wayne Smith
John William Starner
#Gearge Robert Swain
Earl 0~ Swickard, Jr,
David Bewick Syme
Wanda Jane Testa
John Vary Wait
James Carter Welsh
#Albert Eugene Wilson

Master of Music Education
Music
Music
Music
Music

Oleta Lou Roberts Dillingham
~arry Leonard Hansen, Jr.
*Frances Coggins Hanzel
*James Albert York

Education
Education
Education
Education

Master of Business Administration
Finance
Industrial Management
Industrial Management
Industrial Management

Paul Davis Butt
Everett George Dillman
Marvin Charles Masur
Martyn Richard Price Naylor

Doctor of Philosophy
Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry
English
Biology

#Martin Dennis Barnett
#Kenton Earl Bentley
*Robert Benz
Stephen Paul Birkeland
Helen Swisher Carlson
#Jean Kautz Lauber
~ohn DeWitt McKee
Gilbert Howard Neiman
*Richard Earl Panzer
#Charles Parish
Elizabeth Louise Scone
George R. Sidney
Charles William Whittle

Aiterican Studies
ltngli~h

Chemistry
English
Spanish
.American Studies
Chemistry

--*Finished requirements 1958 ss.
#Fini.Shed requirements Semester I, 1958-59.

